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MAYOR WILLIAM K. KIMBALL
Gentlemen of the City Council:
We have assembled here this morning, and have
taken upon ourselves a solemn oath to perform to the
best of our ability the duties pertaining to these honor-
able places. We are not here for pleasure or profit to
ourselves, but to conduct the affairs of our City on
sound business principles. To that end we must de-
vote our time, and thoughts, however inconvenient it
may be to us. We must appreciate the confidence
placed in us by the Citizens of Rochester, and to them
we are directly answerable. In short, gentlemen, I
shall advocate business methods in all our transactions
and trust that you will help me to perform the same.
FINANCE
The question of finances should be carefully con-
sidered. It is a subject of deep concern, and as there
is more money asked for this year than ever before, we
should exact full value for every dollar expended. The
following is a financial statement prepared for me by
our City Clerk.
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Financial Statement, January 1, 1921
DEBIT
Municipal Bonds, $168,000 00
City Hall Bonds, 29,000
00
Checks out unpaid, 1'217 86
Amount due Water Works on account, 410 43
$198,628 29
CREDIT
B. & M. stock, $ 800 00
Due on sundry accounts, 734 23
Due on collector's list, 1920, 14,336 66
Cash in hands of Treasurer, 677 67
$16,548 56
Net indebtedness, exclusive of water
bonds,
$182,079 73
Water bonds outstanding, 150,000
00
As a sinking fund there is invested to the
credit of water bonds outstanding,
U. S. Victory and sundry bonds,
81,500 00
Municipal bonds held by the Water Works, 42,000
00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
In this department, I think we have a very efficient
Corps of Officers, and as much of the reputation
and
good name of our city depends upon this
department,
it should have the loyal support of all
our citizens
The Curfew law has been suggested to me,
and which
I leave with your committee.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
The efficiency of this department is so well known
that it is unnecessary for me to speak of it at any
length. In talking with our Fire Chief he informs me
that the wire in our fire-alarm system is in a very bad
condition, and that most of it should be rewired, as it
is very necessary for this alarm to be in working con-
dition at all times, as hardly any of us realize what
might be the result, if it should fail to work when some
of our large manufacturing plants have a fire start.
I would recommend that we do as much as possible for
this department as so much depends upon it.
SHADE TREES, PARKS AND COMMONS
Rochester has a number of very pretty small Parks,
which I would recommend being kept in good shape,
they also have a large Park and Play-ground which
was so generously donated by Mr. Hanson, and which,
I think, the City should take a great deal of pride in.
It is being enjoyed by a great many of our citizens and
their families for picnics, swimming and numerous
other sports. Last year the Red Cross appropriated
$600, and with it purchased swings, slides, teeters,
volley and basketball cages, also hired an instructor
to teach the boys and girls to swim. The City out of
its appropriation last year built two bath houses, a
float for swimming and did a large amount of clearing
up the grounds, and I would suggest the building of a
few tables and benches for picnic parties, as some of
our churches and schools held picnics there last year,
and this we should encourage.
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ROADS, BRIDGES AND DRAINS
This is a much talked of and a much criticised de-
partment, and I hardly know what to recommend, but
one thing I do believe in, and that is keeping our trunk
lines in good condition, as it gives the tourists passing
through, a good impression of our city. We have a
great many miles of road to keep up, and I would
recommend the use of drags on all our gravelled roads,
as I believe more can be accomplished for the same
amount of money expended than any other way. I
would also be in favor of the purchase of any machin-
ery in the use of road construction that the Road Com-
missioners and Highway Committee think would be
for the best interest of the City.
WATER
I believe we have as good a water supply as most
any city, and that is one thing we should all be very
grateful for. It is on a good paying basis under the
efficient management of our Superintendent, Mr. Ellis.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Our schools are the one important thing that should
be kept up to the highest standard although it is ex-
pensive, yet it is a duty we owe to the rising genera-
tion in order that they may become better citizens, and
prepare themselves for the duties they will be called
upon to perform as they go out into the world to make
our future citizens. I am told by our Superintendent,
Mr. Smith, that our night school is proving a great
success, and worthy of all the expense incurred by the
same.
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PUBLIC LIBRARY
If there is one thing above another in Rochester that
we should be especially proud of it is our Public Li-
brary. I do not think the greater portion of our citi-
zens understand or appreciate the good work our
Library is doing. It is of great value and assistance
to our scholars and would be to every citizen if they
would avail themselves of the opportunity. Upon its
shelves can be found all books of reference, books of
fiction for light reading, and information upon all sub-
jects one might desire. This is one of the things we
want to see progress, and as the cost of books and ma-
terials have advanced quite a little, I feel that we
should appropriate a larger sum to meet the necessary
expenses.
CONCLUSION
As we go back to our different occupations, let us
not forget the duties we owe our City, and when some
one comes to us with a complaint about something,
which looks big to them, as soon as you get a chance
tell them about some of the good things we have and
get the other out of their system, or in other words, let
us boom our City every chance we get and let the
people know that we have good schools, churches, li-
brary, stores and everything else you can think of and
stop, as much as possible, this talk about our City being
dead, for it is not, it is one of the best and cleanest in
New England.
City Government
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City Clerk—Frank E. Hussey.
City Treasurer—John L. Copp.
City Solicitor—Elmer J. Smart.
Collector of Taxes—Gilbert F. Shaw.
Street Commissioner—A. Roscoe Tuttle.
Superintendent of Water Works and Sewers—J. Frank
Ellis.
Marshal—William S. Davis.
Assistant Marshal—Frank H. Boston.
Night Watch—WiWis J. Pennell.
Police at Gonic—Frederick A. Hamilton.
Police at East Rochester—Leon Blaisdell.
Chief Engineer of Fire Depaj'tment—John F. Nute.
First Assistant Engineer—Wilbur E. Home.
Second Assistant Engineer—Peter McShane.
Third Assistant Ejigineer—Charles S. Clark.
Fourth Assistant Engineer—Louis M. Richardson.
Sanitary Officer—John L Rankin.
Overseer of the Poor—Forrest L. Keay.
City Physician—Dudley L. Stokes.
Board of Health—John I. Rankin, Dudley L. Stokes,
Forrest L. Keay.
Assessors—John S. Kimball, A. Gaspard Gelinas, Al-
bert L. Richards.
Plumbers' Examining Board—Dudley L. Stokes, John
L Rankin, Albert P. Covey.
Trustees of Public Library—Mayor William K. Kim-
ball, Harry H. Header, John Young, H. L. Worces-
ter, Willis McDuffee, Sidney B. Hayes, Fred P.
Header.
Ttmstees of Trust Funds—Cecil C. Shaw, John S. Kim-
ball, Bert R. Cooper.
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Committee on Sinking Fund—William K, Kimball,
John L. Copp, Harry H. Header.
Manager of Opera House—William A. Hanscam.
Special Police—George D. Dame, Nelson Hatch, Jos-
eph Cooley, Stephen Howard, H. L. Osborne, Ed-
ward Josselyn, William 0. Allen, Walter J. Seavey,
Joseph Woodes, I. Belmont Allen, William A. Mar-
tin, H. H. Clough, Louis Cartier, Frank S. Edgerly,
John I. Rankin, George M. Rankin, A. F. Potvin,
John Lowe, William N. Bell, Horace F. Haynes,
Clarence L. Andrews, W. A. Hanscam, Everett
Chadbourne, Miles H, Dustin, Fred Doyle, Frances
Eastman.
Janitor—William A. Hanscam.
Assistant Janitor—Frank D. Stevens.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—Nahum Woodman,
Sidney B. Hayes, Louis Cartier, Robert Fownes,
Charles Tebbetts, Ora W. Goodale, Levi Harmon,
Arthur Davis, David Shields, Harry H. Meader,
George Bunker, Nathaniel Davis, Arthur W. Barber,
Robert H. Kaler, Alphonse F. Potvin, W. Eugene
Springfield.
Fence Viewers—James Corson, Marvin T. Blaisdell.
Weighers of Hay, Straiv and Coal—G. E. Greenfield,
William J. Blair, Sarah Greenfield, Roland E. Joy,
Alfred Rodier, Frank Hoyt, Chester Whitney, A. F.
Bradley, Isaac C. Evans, James Foley, Vivian C.
Cotton, Albert E. Holmes, E. M. Hawkes, Thomas
Gilbert, Frank Glidden, Heman G. Goodwin, Hubert
C. Goodwin, Albert E. Kleeb, Winslow W. Otis,
Charles D. Peck, James M. Rand, Walter J. Seavey,
Chester H. Smith, Frank L. Wing, Joseph Woodes,
George H. Torr, Charles C. Torr.
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Finance—Mayor, Meader, Seavey.
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons—Mayor, Shepard,
Seavey.
Public Instruction—Mayor, Berry, Allen.
Claims and Accounts—Mayor, Evans, M. Bilodeau.
Public Buildings—Hartford, Hamilton, Berry.
Fire Department—Hamilton, Shepard, Clark.
Roads, Bridges and Drains—Meader, Carr, Allen.
Water Works and Sewers—Meader, Torr, Carr.
Street Lights—Hamilton, J. E. A. Bilodeau, Evans.
Printing—Grondin, M. Bilodeau, Hartford.
Election arid Returns—Conrad, Callaghan, Smith.
Legal Affairs—Mayor, J. E. A. Bilodeau, Hartford.
Bills in their Second Reading and Enrolled Ordinances
—Clark, Torr, Hart.
Police—Mayor, Clark, M. Bilodeau.
Purchasing Committee—Mayor, Meader, Seavey.
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Recommendations for Annual Appropriations,
1921
Sampson Post, $ 200 00
East Rochester Public Library, 200 00
County Tax, 20,000 00
Public Library, 6,000 00
Fuel for City Hall, 1,500 00
Gypsy Moth, 400 00
Insurance on City Hall, 900 00
Street Lights, 9,000 00
Sidewalks, 1,500 00
Health Department, 100 00
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons, 600 00
City Hall Bonds, 5,000 00




Fire Department, 12,000 00
Highways, 30,000 00
State highway, maintenance and con-
struction, 12,000 00
Deep Sewers, 1,000 00
Surface Sewers, 3,500 00
Street Sprinkling, 1,000 00
Municipal Bonds, 14,000 00
State Tax, 31,000 00
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid, 3,500 00
$252,560 00
Important Resolutions and Orders
Passed by the City Council
FOR PRINTING CITY REPORT
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the City Clerk be instructed to prepare for the
printer, all matter that is to go into the City Report
and that the Committee on Printing be instructed to
advertise for bids for printing the same and that said
printing be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.
Passed January 5, 1921.
TO RAISE MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Committee on Finance be instructed to hire
in Anticipation of Taxes a sum not exceeding fifteen
thousand dollars, providing it is necessary to do so.
Said notes to be taken up at the earliest possible date
that the balance in the treasury will permit.
Passed January 5, 1921.
FOR ANNUAL APPROPRIATION
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That for the support of the various departments for
the year 1921, there be raised by taxation, the sum of
two hundred fifty-two thousand five hundred and
sixty dollars ($252,560.00) and the Assessors are di-
rected to assess that amount, with such overlay as may
be thought necessary.
Passed January 18, 1921.
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TO RAISE MONEY IN THE SPRINKLING
PRECINCT
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars
($2,500.00) be raised by taxation within the sprink-
ling precinct in accordance with the act of the Legis-
lature creating said precinct, and the Assessors are
directed to assess that amount.
Passed January 18, 1921.
TO ALLOW FISHING IN THE RESERVOIR
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Committee on Water Works and Sewers
be instructed to open up the Reservoir for fishing dur-
ing a period of two weeks ending Jan. 21, 1920. That
the same be carried on under the direction of the Su-
perintendent. This act shall take effect upon its pas-
sage.
Passed January 7, 1920.
AMENDMENTS TO ORDINANCES RELATING
TO SALARIES
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester as follows:
That Chapter 24 of the City Ordinances be amended
by striking out all of Section 1, and all of the amend-
ments thereto, and inserting in place thereof the fol-
lowing :
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Section 1. The salaries of the several officers men-
tioned in this section for each municipal year shall be
fixed at the rates herein set forth. Said salaries shall
be in full for all services required of said officers by
the public statutes, city charter or any ordinance, and
shall be payable as follows
:
The Mayor, six hundred dollars, payable weekly
from the salary department.
The City Clerk, sixteen hundred and fifty dollars
and an assistant in the Clerk's office to be engaged by
the clerk on the following schedule : said assistant to
be paid six hundred dollars the first year, seven hund-
red dollars the second year, and eight hundred dollars
the third year. Eight hundred dollars to be the max-
imum salary for this position. When a new assistant
is engaged, the same schedule shall be followed. The
City Clerk and Assistant Clerk to be paid weekly from
the salary department.
The water department shall pay the salary depart-
ment fifty dollars monthly for clerk hire.
The City Treasurer, four hundred and fifty dollars,
payable quarterly from the salary department.
The City Solicitor, seven hundred dollars, payable
quarterly from the salary department.
The Collector of Taxes, one-half of one per cent, on
the first half of the tax list that is collected and paid to
the city treasurer, and one and one-half per cent, on
the balance of the tax list after deducting the abate-
ments when it shall be collected and paid in, from the
salary department.
The Superintendent of Water Works and Sewers,
sixteen hundred dollars, payable weekly, fourteen
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hundred dollars from the water department and two
hundred dollars from the sewerage department.
The Street Commissioner, fifteen hundred dollars
for his services and two hundred dollars in addition
for conveyance used in the discharge of his duties,
payable weekly from the highway department.
The City Marshal, sixteen hundred dollars, payable
weekly from the police department.
The Assistant Marshal, fifteen hundred dollars, pay-
able weekly from the police department.
The Night Watch, fourteen hundred dollars, payable
weekly from the police department.
The Police at Gonic, one hundred dollars, payable
semi-annually from the police department.
The police at East Rochester, one hundred dollars,
payable semi-annually from the police department.
The Chief Engineer of the Fire Department, twelve
hundred dollars ; the first auto driver, three dollars per
day ; the second auto driver, three dollars per day, pay-
able weekly from the fire department.
The first assistant engineer of the fire department,
one hundred and fifty dollars, payable semi-annually
from the fire department.
The second assistant engineer of the fire depart-
ment, one hundred and fifty dollars, payable semi-
annually from the fire department.
The third assistant engineer of the fire department,
seventy-five dollars, payable semi-annually from the
fire department.
The fourth assistant engineer of the fire department,
seventy-five dollars payable semi-annually from the
fire department.
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Members of Companies 1, 2, 5, and 6, seventy-five
dollars each, payable semi-annually from the fire de-
partment.
Members of Companies 3 and 4 thirty dollars each,
payable semi-annually from the fire department.
The Sanitary Officer and conveyance, seven hundred
dollars per year, payable weekly from the salary de-
partment.
The Overseer of the Poor, four hundred dollars, pay-
able quarterly from the salary department.
The City Physician, four hundred dollars, payable
quarterly from the salary department.
The Assessors of Taxes, each four hundred fifty dol-
lars per year, payable quarterly from the salary de-
partment.
The Janitor, twelve hundred dollars per year, pay-
able weekly from the salary department.
The Assistant Janitor, nine hundred dollars, pay-
able weekly from the salary department.
Each member of the board of supervisors of check
list, three dollars per day of actual service, except the
chairman who shall receive three dollars and fifty
cents per day, payable annually from the salary de-
partment.
Each ward moderator, four dollars for each election
day, payable annually from the salary department.
Each ward selectman three dollars per day of actual
service, including election day, payable annually from
the salary department.
Each ballot inspector, three dollars per day for each
election day, to be paid annually from the salary de-
partment.
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Each ward clerk, three dollars for each election day,
and an additional sum of one dollar for each election
return and fifty cents for each juror, payable annually
from the salary department.
All ordinances and amendments to ordinances in-
consistent herewith are hereby repealed and this sec-
tion shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed January 7, 1920.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE PLACING THE
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM IN THE CARE OF
THE COMMITTEE ON FIRE DEPART-
MENT
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That Chapter 29 of the Ordinances as amended Jan-
uary 23, 1917, be further amended, by striking out the
words "and fire alarm" so that said section as amended
shall read as follows:
The Mayor shall have the sole power of appointment
of a janitor and assistant janitor for said city and the
sole power to discharge them at any time. The duties
of said janitor and assistant janitor shall be to over-
see and take care of and make all repairs upon the
police wires and system belonging to said city. They
shall take care of the city building, keeping the same
in proper condition, and care for the heating appa-
ratus and lights and attend to the lighting and heat-
ing of said building, and shall take care of the police
station and attend to all matters connected therewith,
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wind the town clock, keep the lawn on Central Square
and the lawn about the city building in proper condi-
tion ; to take care of the stage and work on the stage
for all shows, manage the switch board, scenery and
everything pertaining to the stage at all times ; to keep
in proper condition the private telephone system in the
city building, and said janitor and assistant janitor
shall be at all times subject to the orders of the Mayor.
They shall devote their whole time to the service of
the City.
Also that Section 1 of Chapter 8 of the City Ordi-
nances, as amended May 2, 1916, be further amended
by inserting after the word "shall" in the first line
thereof the words "oversee and take care of and make
all repairs upon the fire alarm wires and system be-
longing to said city," so that said section as amended
shall read as follows:
Section 1. The Committee on Fire Department
shall oversee and take care of and make all repairs
upon the fire alarm wires and system belonging to said
city, exercise a general supervision over the fire de-
partment and all property, material and appurte-
nances belonging to the same; subject to the approval
of the city council, said committee shall have the super-
vision of the expenditure of the appropriation made for
said department, its improvement and maintenance.
The fire department shall consist of a chief engineer
and of four assistant engineers, one of whom shall
reside in East Rochester, one at Conic and the other
two at Rochester Village, and hose men and ladder men
to be divided into companies as follows : Cocheco Hose
Co. No. 1, ten men at Rochester Village; Torrent Hose
Co. No. 2, ten men at Rochester Village; A. D. White-
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house Hose Co. No. 3, fifteen men at Gonic; Larkin
Harrington Hose Co. No. 4, fifteen men at East Roch-
ester; J. H. Ela Hose Co. No. 5, ten men at Rochester
Village ; Charles W. Bickford Chemical Hook and Lad-
der Truck No. 6, ten men at Rochester Village. Said
engineers shall constitute a board of engineers, and
shall perform the duties and exercise the powers of
fire wards.
Passed January 27, 1920.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE, RELATING TO
THE PAY OF FIREMEN
Be it Ordai7ied by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester, as follotvs:
That paragraphs 20 and 21 of Section 1, Chapter 24
of the City Ordinances, as passed January 7, 1920, rel-
ative to salaries of the members of the companies of
the fire department be amended as follows
:
That paragraph 20 be amended by striking out from
the second line thereof the word "seventy-five" and in-
serting in place thereof the words "one hundred," so
that said paragraph, as amended, shall read as follows
:
Members of Companies 1, 2, 5, and 6, one hundred
dollars each, payable semi-annualy from the fire de-
partment.
That paragraph 21 be amended by striking out from
the second line thereof the word "thirty" and insert-
ing in its place the word "forty" so that said para-
graph as amended shall read as follows
:
Members of Companies 3 and 4, forty dollars each,
payable semi-annually from the fire department.
All ordinances and amendments of ordinances incon-
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sistent herewith are hereby repealed, and this amend-
ment shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed January 27, 1920.
TO EXEMPT FROM TAXATION THE BERNARD
KNITTING MILLS
Be it Resolved by the Honorable Mayor and City Coun-
cil of the City of Rochester:
That the Bernard Knitting Mills be exempt from
taxation for a period of ten years from and after the
starting of their manufacturing plant in said Roch-
ester upon their manufacturing establishment pro-
posed to be erected and put in operation in this city
and the capital to be used in operating the same, but
the assessors shall annually appraise such property
and the valuation determined to be added to the valu-
ation of all other property in the city to determine the
total valuation for the purposes of State and County
tax.
Passed February 3, 1920.
TO ACCEPT PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 117 OF
THE 1917 SESSION LAWS
Resolved by the Honorable Mayor and City Council of
the City of Rochester:
That the provisions of Chapter 117 of the 1917 Ses-
sion Laws of the State of New Hampshire, relating to
improvements on town highways, be and hereby are
accepted.
Passed March 2, 1920.
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COMMUNICATION AND RESOLUTION ON
DEATH OF POLICE OFFICER DUQUETTE
Mr. Mayor:
It becomes my distressing duty at this time to an-
nounce to the Council the death of one of its faithful
and most beloved officers, Night Watch Joseph Du-
quette, which occurred in the city of Boston at the
Massachusetts General Hospital, on the morning of
April the 1st.
It is my purpose at this time to utter words of
eulogy consistent with his life and character.
As a member of our Police Force, we admire him
for his striking personality, he was able and active,
strong in his intellectual, moral and spiritual endow-
ment; rising ever to the full measure of every trust
reposed in him by his fellows; leaving behind him a
record worthy of emulation. May the example given
of "duties well done" be a beacon light to guide those
who shall come after him.
Perhaps his most distinguishing characteristic was
his intense loyalty and absolute love of justice and fair
dealing. He was incapable of wronging any man,
friend or foe. He will be remembered for:
That best portion of a good man's life
His little nameless, unnumbered acts
Of kindness and of love.
His life was gentle ; and the elements
So mixed in him that nature might stand up
And say to all, "This was a man."
At this time I move the adoption of the following
resolution
:
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Resolved : That the City Council has heard with pro-
found sorrow of the death of Joseph Duquette, late an
officer, member of the police force of our city.
Resolved: That as a particular mark of respect to
the memory of the deceased and in recognition of his
faithful service, the business of this Council be now
suspended for three minutes.
Resolved : That the clerk send a copy of these reso-
lutions to the family of the deceased.
Introduced by J. E. A. Bilodeau.
Passed April 6, 1920.
RELATING TO THE LAYING OUT OF NEW
STREETS
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That all land owners laying the same into streets
and houselots, be required by the City Clerk to file in
his office a civil engineer's plan of the same, with a
layout of said streets, and to file a petition to have said
streets legally laid out and also a petition that the
water and sewer pipes be extended along the same.
Passed April 6, 1920.
TO RAISE TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Committee on Finance be authorized to
hire on note or notes of the City a sum not exceeding
twenty-five thousand dollars, in anticipation of taxes,
providing it is necessary to do so. Said notes to be
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taken up at the earliest possible date that the balance
in the treasury will permit.
Passed April 6, 1920.
PERMISSION TO PLAY GAMES AND CARRY ON
SPORTS ON THE COMMON
Be it Resolved by the Honorable Mayor and City Coun-
cil of the City of Rochester:
That permission be given the public to play games
and carry on sports upon the Common, to lay out a
baseball diamond, to erect seats and other equipment
necessary for the carrying on of said sports under di-
rection of the Committee on Parks and Commons.
Passed May 4, 1920.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE RELATING TO
THE SALARY OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER
OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
seter as follows:
That we amend Paragraph 15, of Section 1 of Chap-
ter 24 of the Revised Ordinances of the City of Roch-
ester, relating to the salary of the Chief Engineer of
the Fire Department, and all amendments thereto, by
striking out the words twelve hundred in the first line
thereof and inserting in place thereof the words four-
teen hundred, so that said section of paragraph as
amended shall read as follows
:
'The Chief Engineer of the Fire Department, four-
teen hundred dollars, payable weekly from the fire
department."
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All ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent
with this ordinance are hereby repealed, and this ordi-
nance shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed May 4, 1920.
RESOLUTION RELATING TO RESTRAINING
DOGS
Be it Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the
City of Rochester:
That all fighting dogs, all dogs that attack, chase or
assault vehicles and travellers on the streets and high-
ways, and all female dogs, all dogs that will hunt or
pursue sheep, or that will worry, maim or kill fowl or
other domestic animals, all unlicensed dogs, and all
dogs not having a collar around their necks marked as
required by law, within the City, are forbidden to run
loose and unattended and the owners thereof are
ordered to restrain them from running at large until
January 1, 1921, and the City Clerk is hereby author-
ized to issue the warrant of the Mayor and City Coun-
cil to a Police Officer to prosecute all violations of this
order.
Passed May 4, 1920.
RESOLUTION TO ENLARGE THE SPRINKLING
PRECINCT ON WALNUT STREET
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the boundaries of the Sprinkling Precinct be
enlarged to include property commencing at the pres-
ent boundary on Walnut Street at land on the northerly
bounds of property of Everett Chick and extending in
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a northwesterly direction to the intersection of said
Walnut Street with High Street, and that the property-
abutting on said Walnut Street between said points be
assessed for said purpose, the same as other property in
said precinct is assessed.
Passed May 4, 1920.
RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR ADDITIONAL
APPROPRIATION FOR THE HIGHWAY
DEPARTMENT
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the sum of ten thousand dollars be made avail-
able for the use of the Highway Department during
the year 1920, in order that the department may con-
tinue permanent construction work. Said sum to be
paid from any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated.
Passed June 1, 1920.
RESOLUTION TO RAISE $15,000.00 IN ANTICI-
PATION OF TAXES
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Finance Committee be authorized to hire in
anticipation of taxes the sum of fifteen thousand dol-
lars on note or notes of the City. Said notes to be
taken up at the earliest possible date that the balance in
the treasury will permit.
Passed June 1, 1920.
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RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR VACATION OF
POLICE OFFICERS
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the members of the Police Department be
granted a vacation of one week with pay, the same to
be under the direction of the Mayor.
Passed July 6, 1920.
RESOLUTION REQUESTING APPROPRIATION
FOR BAND CONCERTS
Whereas, Through the efforts and support by good
spirited citizens Rochester can boast of having within
her midst two of the best musical organizations which
are making our city noted "As the most musical city
of its size in New England."
Whereas, The population of Rochester do enjoy and
benefit by the Open Air Concerts that are given
weekly during the summer months by the Rochester
City Band and Hanson American Bands and to further
the future success and continuation of these concerts
and as a mark of encouragement to our organizations,
therefore.
Resolved : That the sum of four hundred dollars
($400.00) taken from the Miscellaneous Department
or fund not otherwise appropriated be paid, two hun-
dred dollars to the Rochester City Band and two hun-
dred dollars to the Hanson American Band as a means
of support of these organizations which are boosting
and advertising our city.
Passed August 3, 1920.
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TO INSTALL HEATING APPARATUS IN CEN-
TRAL FIRE STATION
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the Mayor and Committee on Public Buildings
in conjunction with the Committee on Fire Depart-
ment be authorized to install heating apparatus at the
Central Fire Station. The same to be paid for from
the annual appropriation for the Fire Department.
Passed August 3, 1920.
RESOLUTION FOR TRANSFER OF FUNDS
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the sum of four hundred dollars ($400.00) be
transferred to the department of Shade Trees, Parks
and Commons from any money in the treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
Passed September 7, 1920.
RESOLUTION TO ACCEPT GIFT OF WM. E. REED
Be it Resolved by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That the City of Rochester agrees to accept the gift
of Mr. Wm. E. Reed of New York City, as outlined in
the communication of even date from Charles G. Jen-
ness of this city, and it further agrees to give the same
proper care and attention and to have the national
emblem displayed daily in accordance with the usual
regulations.
Passed October 5, 1920.
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TO EXEMPT FROM TAXATION C. W. HASELTON
AND COMPANY
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the firm of C. W. Haselton & Company, man-
ufacturers of shoe findings at Gonic, be exempt from
taxation of city taxes for a term of ten years upon
their machinery and stock used in their manufacturing
establishment, but said property shall be assessed and
taxed for the purpose of state and county taxes.
Passed December 9, 1920.
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE RELATING TO
SALARY OF TAX COLLECTOR
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester:
That paragraph 7 of Section 1, of Chapter 24 of the
City Ordinances be amended by striking out from the
fourth line of said paragraph the words "and one-
half" so that said paragraph as amended shall read as
follows
:
The Collector of Taxes, one-half of one per cent, on
the first half of the tax list that is collected and paid
to the City Treasurer, and one per cent, on the balance
of the tax list, after deducting the abatements, when
it shall be collected and paid in, from the salary de-
partment.
All ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent
with this ordinance are hereby repealed, and this
ordinance shall take effect January 1, 1921.
Passed December 9, 1920.
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TRANSFER OF FUNDS
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That if found necessary in closing the accounts of
the year to transfer from a department a balance to a
department which has a deficiency, the Committee on
Finance be instructed to make such transfer.





January 1, 1920, to January 1, 1921
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Paid Berry & Shorey, wrenches, packing,
roofing paper, etc., $ 22 59
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., truck spring, 25 00
George T. McDuffee, 1 plough, 1
cart, 2 collars, 39 00
Alvin A. Pluff, harness leather, col-
lar and whip,
J. H. Nute, repairing tools,
Laura Varney, storing tools at
Gonic,
Crossley Electric Co., wiring garage,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber for
stable, 17 98
Boston & Maine R. R., 75 loads cin-
ders,
Fire Dept., 287 gallons gasoline,
Gonic Mfg. Co., plank for culvert
and repairing roller,
Eugene C. Foss Co., 2 coal scoops
and 2 quarts denatured alcohol,





Albert Provenchia, 1 pair horses,
Rochester Lumber Go., dressed
spruce and oak lumber,
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., 1 Universal
joint complete,
Forrest R. Otis, 15 gals, grease
and 1/2 hr. labor,
Albert P. Covey, material and labor
on hood for truck,
Berry & Shorey, roofing paper,
alcohol, snaps, repairs on clipper,
and auto paint,
Walter N. Morrison, patterns for
crusher engine,
Phillips Garage, labor on truck and
screws furnished,
Ayers & Jenkins, paint, whip, etc.,
J. B. Callahan, shoeing horses and
repairing snow plough,
Manchester Auto Garage, 1 hoist
drive clamp assembly,
F. R. Otis, labor and material on
Federal truck,
Alvin A. Fluff, 2 cans polish, whip
and repairing harness,
Harry A. Roberts, shoeing horses
and repairs.
Berry & Shorey, snow shovels, bolts,
lag screws, etc.,
Walter N. Morrison, labor and ma-
terials on stone crusher engine,




Arthur H. Hayes, 4,730 lbs. hay,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
road scraper blade,
Phillips Garage, material and labor
on Jeffrey truck.
Water Dept., 11 gals, kerosene and
use of thawing machine,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
road machine parts,
J. Spaulding & Sons Co., 110 lin.
ft. 3-in. strapping,
Charles W. Varney & Co., liability
insurance on Jeffrey truck,
George R. Ricker, 194 lbs. old iron,
Lightbody Drug Co., medicine for
horses,
Frank E. Hussey, C. O. D. and ex-
press charges paid,
Eugene C. Foss Co., 1 snap and 2
gals, paint,
George H. Springfield, 4,224 ft. 3-in.
plank,
J. B. Callahan, shoeing horses and
repairs,
Ainslie's Drug Store, condition pow-
ders, sponge, alcohol, etc.,
Ayers & Jenkins, scoops, paint,
rakes, vise, shellac, etc..
Berry & Shorey, Akron pipe,
handles, bolts, etc.,
Strafford Co. Grain Mill, 4,948 lbs.
hay,
Mrs. W. H. Champlin, team and
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man breaking roads, $ 32 09
New England Road Machinery Co.,
part for road machine, plough
and roller,
Fire Dept., 146 gals, gasoline,
Standard Oil Co., 12 cans axle grease,
Joseph H. Nute, repairing snow
plough, filing saws, etc.,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on tar
kettle and axle grease,
Waldo Bros. & Bond Co., 10-in., 12-
in., 16-in. metallic culverts.
Dr. G. E. Chesley, veterinary ser-
vices,
New England Road Machinery Co.,
parts for roller,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
street sweeper,
Gonic Mfg. Co., 2 wagon poles,
N. B. Cone, refilling 2 street sweep-
er rolls,
Phillips Garage, material and labor
on truck and roller,
J. B. Callahan, shoeing horses, forg-
ing for truck and repairing tools,
Alvin A. Fluff, harness soap, polish
and repairs,
Walter N. Morrison, material and
labor on crusher engine,
Ayers & Jenkins, seat spring, han-
dles, sponges, cylinder oil, etc.,




Fire Dept, 480 gals, gasoline,
Harry A. Roberts, shoeing horses
and repairing wagons,
Eugene C. Foss Co., alcohol, nails,
axe and hammer,
Rochester Lumber Co., hemlock and
and spruce timber,
Conic Mfg. Co., pin for road roller,
Courier Pub. Co., 5-in. ad. "Clean-
up Week,"
George Gagne, work on old Milton
road,
Berry & Shorey, trace snaps, cut
lace, oil, etc.,
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., truck spring,
John D. Turcotte, 62 hours shovel-
ling snow,
George T. McDuffee, one settee,
L. E. Goodwin, 2,405 lbs. hay,
Cassidy's Pharmacy, medicine for
for horses,
J. Wm. McDuffee, hauling stone
and building fence,
W. I. Gushing, 15 gal. kerosene,
lard and sulphur,
William A. Martin, 1 stone drag,
C. P. Rockwell Inc., part for hoist
on truck,
George H. Springfield, 4,485 lbs.
hay,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
tar kettle,
Fire Dept., 756 gals, gasoline.
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Ayers & Jenkins, 2 rolls barbed
wire, handles, etc., $ 18 69
Rochester Lumber Co., 50 6-ft,
cedar posts, 15 00
J. B. Callahan, repairing tar kettle, 1 75
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
shovels, 52
Berry & Shorey, screws, bolts and
paint,
F. L. Trask, 5 gals, kerosene,
L. E. Goodwin, 3,235 lbs. hay,
Albert P. Covey, stove funnel,
J. H. Mayo, shoeing horses,
Phillips Garage, material and labor
on truck,
Walter N. Morrison, material and
labor on crusher,
Charles W. Varney & Co., liability
,
premium on truck,
L. E. Goodwin, 3,340 lbs. hay,
H. H. Howard, horse shoeing and
repairs,
The Good Roads Machinery Co.,
1 tar kettle,
Mulconroy Company, 12 pair rub-
ber boots,
Alvin A. Pluff, repairing harness
and fittings furnished,
Waldo Bros. & Bond Co., 2 doz.
shovels,
Arthur H. Hayes, 3,125 lbs. hay,
A. F. Bradley, 8,165 lbs. coal,
Rochester Foundry & Machine
1
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Works, material and labor on
truck hoist, $ 17 41
A, I. Hall, 1 spring tooth harrow, 25 00
Harry F. Wiggin, repairing harness, 17 82
The Lally Commercial Body Co., 1
shaft for hoist, 12 74
Frank E. Hussey, for express paid
out,
Frank P. Header, 3,705 lbs. hay,
Berry & Shorey, diggers, cotton
waste, denatured alcohol, etc.,
Walter N. Morrison, cap screws,
nuts, packing, bushing, etc.,
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., parts for Jef-
frey truck,
L. E. Goodwin, 3,560 lbs. hay,
Manchester Auto Garage, parts for
Federal truck, 2 85
Phillips Garage, labor and material
on Jeffrey truck,
Rochester Lumber Co., pine board,
Buffalo Steam Roller Co., 20 lbs.
hard grease.
Fire Dept., 798 gals, gasoline,
Alvin A. Pluff, soap, polish, whip,
etc.,
L. E. Goodwin, 1,955 lbs. hay,
C. H. Kendall, 2 hrs. work on truck,
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., truck spring,
Eugene C. Foss Co., 1 lantern globe
and 1 large snap,




G. E. Chesley, veterinary services,
J. H. Mayo, shoeing horses.
Laurel T. Roberts, repairing tools.
Berry & Shorey, shovels, belting and
lacing,
Ayers & Jenkins, wrench, oil, handles,
etc.,
Manchester Auto Garage, grease cups
and repairs,
J. H. Mayo, shoeing horses,
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., parts for Jeffrey
truck.
Fire Dept,, 858 gals, gasoline,
Austin Mfg. Co., repairs for roller,
J. H. Nute, repairing chisels, axes,
scythes and saws,
Alvin A. Fluff, repairing harness,
Riley & Tuttle, 25 gals, kerosene and
1 can, 8 23
Eugene C. Foss Co., 2 lbs. putty and 2
water pails.
Standard Oil Co., 24 cans axle grease,
Simeon St. Hillaire, 14 days cutting
bushes,
Harvey Henderson, 28 hrs. labor,
John A. Allen, 23 hrs. labor with team.
Standard Oil Co., 6,396 gals, road oil,
applied, 959 40
Gonic Mfg. Co., bridge plank and tim-
ber, pipe for railing and repairs
on roller and truck, 161 98
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Phillips Garage, material and labor on
Selden truck, $ 4 49
Vinton W. Preston, 4 days cutting
bushes, 16 00
Harry F. Wiggin, repairing harness, 18 29
A. Steiert & Son, 1 street broom for
machine, 20 00
Manchester Auto Garage, 1 truck
spring,
Ralph 0. Corson, repairing grease gun,
Simeon St. Hillaire, 21/2 days cutting
bushes,
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., gear for hoist on
truck,
Rochester Lumber Co., timber and
milling,
Fire Dept., 980 gals, gasoline,
Alvin A. Pluff, 1 collar, 2 sweat pads
and repairs, 19 00
Phillips Garage, labor and material on
truck,
J. H. Mayo, shoeing horses.
Berry & Shorey, belting, bolts, hinges,
rope, etc.,
Rochester Lumber Co., timber and
hemlock boards,
Sanders Tire Store, 1 carburetor and
fittings,
Albert P. Covey, brass pipe, fittings
and labor,
Ayers & Jenkins, machine bolts, lacing,
etc.,




J. B. Callahan, repairing sewer grate
and sharpening roller teeth,
Harry A. Roberts, shoeing horses and
repairs,
Rochester Foundry & Machine Works,
1 2-in. grease cup and labor,
E. E. Blake, mending frame to truck,
Austin Mfg. Co., parts for roller,
Fire Dept., 10 gals, gasoline,
Harry H. Weare, 9 days cutting
bushes, 1919,
Eugene C. Foss Co., 1 keg 60 D nails,
bush-scythe, etc.,
F. E. Hussey, telegrams and express
charges paid,
Sanders Tire Store, grease gun,
Alvin A. Fluff, 2 whips and repairing
harness, 4 00
Phillips Garage, labor and material on
truck,
J. H. Mayo, shoeing horses,
H. H. Howard, shoeing horses,
J. H. Nute, grinding axes and repairs,
Clarence E. Junkins, pail, funnel and
repairs,
Berry & Shorey, 1 10-in. Stillson
wrench, glass, staples, etc.,
Ayers & Jenkins, 3 coal scoops, 6 shov-
els, file, etc.,
Fire Dept., 725 gals, gasoline.
The Barrett Co., 640 gals, tarvia de-
livered and applied, 105 60
$ 5
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Riley & Tuttle, 45 gals, kerosene, $ 10 20
Harry F. Wiggin, repairing reins, 2 34




Arthur H. Hayes, 9,565 lbs. hay, 167 39
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on road
machine, 9 51
Mulconroy Co., 3,911 gals, asphaltum, 1,391 87
Simeon St. Hillaire, 6 days cutting
bushes, 24 00
Joseph Lepine, 6 days cutting bushes, 24 00
Conic Mfg. Co., slabs, machine work,
lumber and labor, 44 63
The Good Roads Machinery Co., 1 road
machine, 275 00
United Construction Co., lA cost of
bridge between Rochester and Ber-
wick, less freight paid out, 1,314 41
Gulf Refining Co., 1 bbl. transmis-
sion oil, 5 bbls. auto oil, 1 bbl. cup
grease, 204 20
Walter N. Morrison, material and
labor repairing grease cups, 2 46
Boston & Maine, freight on asphalt
and oil, 140 37
Simeon St. Hillaire, 2 days work cut-
ting bushes, 4 00
Joseph Lepine, 2 days work cutting
bushes, 4 00
Ainslie's Drug Store, ether, denatured
alcohol and medicine for horses, 7 05
Rochester Foundry & Machine Works,
material and labor on roller and
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auto truck, $ 19 38
New England Road Machinery Co., 1
snow plow, 95 00
E. M. Hawkes, 2,550 lbs. soft coal, 17 85
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on snow
plow, 5 71
Ayers & Jenkins, batteries, pick handles,
bolts, points, axle, etc., 10 25
George A. Rowe, stove for garage, 15 00
Berry & Shorey, whip, tacks, screws
and bolts, 1 01
Alvin A. Fluff, soap, horse cards, polish
and repairing harness, 10 35
Harry A. Roberts, shoeing horses, re-
pairing truck and carts and
sharpening picks,
J. H. Mayo, shoeing horses,
Eugene C. Foss Co., wrench, bolts and
washers,
Fire Dept., 619 gals, gasoline,
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., 1 truck spring,
Phillips Garage, labor and repairs on
truck, 6 26
The Barrett Co., 10,000 gals, tarvia
applied,
P. E. Auger, 22 gals, oil,
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., parts for Jeffrey
truck,
Louis Carter, 1 cord wood for crusher,
Albert I. Hall, 1,330 lbs. rye straw,
Olin H. Chase, chauffeur's licenses,
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Sanders Tire Store, repairing magneto,
Arthur Hayes, 6,265 lbs. hay,
Harry F. Wiggin, labor and material
repairing harness,
F. E. Hussey, express paid out,
J. Wm. McDuffee, hauling rocks to
crusher,
Alvin A, Fluff, 4 street blankets leath-
ered,
H. H. Howard, shoeing horses and re-
pairing chains and harness,
George E. Greenfield, 1 ton coal for
garage,
Phillips Garage, material and labor on
truck,
Standard Oil Co., 50 gals, oil,
J. B. Callahan, repairing spring and
plates,
Manchester Auto Garage, pr. 36x8
chains,
Marchand & Shaw, repairing Federal
truck after collision with electric
car,
Berry & Shorey, pipe, blasting powder,
bolts, etc.,
Ayers & Jenkins, 1 50-ft. steel tape,
drive calks, chain, bolts, etc.,
Walter N. Morrison, cap screws and
washers,
J. H. Mayo, shoeing horses,
Sanders Tire Store, repairing magneto
and parts furnished for truck,
Fire Dept., 446 gals, gasoline,
$ 3
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George W. Blake, lumber and spread-
ers, $ 2 90
Riley & Tuttle, 10 gals, kerosene, 2 30
Harry A. Roberts, shoeing horses and
repairs, 18 80
Albert P. Covey, stove pipe and solder, 2 20
J. H. Nute, filing saws and repairing
tools, 4 05
Interstate Service Co., 1 new magneto
and rent of magneto,
A. F. Bradley, 1 ton coal for garage,
Laura Varney, storing tools at Gonic,
Eugene C. Foss Co., 2 large snaps, and
1 curry comb,
Frank L. Trask, 10 gals, kerosene,
C. P. Rockwell, Inc., parts for Jeffrey
truck,
Fire Dept., 357 gals, gasoline,
New Eng. Road Machinery Co., 150
bolts for crusher.
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co.,
Freeman Corson, grain,
Strafford Co. Co-operative Grain Co.,
grain,
Pay rolls for labor,
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Standard Oil Co., for cinders, $ 9 25
G. E. Chesley, on account of building
road to camp, 10 00
Lord & Allen, for cinders, 2 75
Town of Barrington, plough point and
use of roller, 16 00
Water Dept., for stone hammer and
labor of 2 men 3 days, 23 52
H. A. Allen for cinders, 2 50
Berry & Shorey, hauling old pipe, 2 00
Elmer Smart, men and truck 4V2 hrs., 15 70
George H. Magoon, truck to E. Roches-
ter for furniture, 3 00
Rochester Printing Co., truck to Dover
for reports,
Lord & Allen, for gravel,
Frank Osgood, old plank,
Hardy & Streeter, cinders and labor
v^ith team,
Edmund & Stearns, 10 gals, gasoline,
F. E. Small, cinders and gravel,
A. L. Richards for 1 bbl. tar,
Myra L. Willoughby, deed of parcel of
land abutting Eastern Ave. Ex., 35 00
J. A. Emery, use of truck hauling
dressing, 8 33
Harry H. Header, use of truck hauling
lumber, 45 00
Rev. C. S. Lacroix, roller and men 3 hrs., 5 00
George A. Sanborn, gravel at pit, 50
Lord & Allen, gravel, 165 00
School Dept., 1 bbl. tar, 4 65
State of N. H., use of svi^eeper, 75 00
5
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A. F. Bradley, team and man hauling
coal, $ 12 00
E. L. Pike, gravel at pit, 1 00
School Dept., V2 bbl. pitch, 1 60
E. A. Corson, gravel, 4 50
H. N. Spaulding, gravel, cinders, use
of teams and roller, 152 61
United Construction Co., hauling bridge, 50 00
P. M. Allen for rocks at pit, 1 00
Farmington Cemetery Association, for
2,000 gals, tarvia and freight, 298 51
State Highways, tarvia on Farmington
road, 246 40
Town of Farmington for 2,800 gals.
tarvia and freight, 417 83
Refund from pay envelopes not called
for,
W. A. Hanscam for cinders,
C. C. Willet, sand,
Town of Barrington, use of roller.
Fire Dept., 2-9 hay paid for 1920,
Charles C. Torr, for stable dressing.
State Highways, use of teams, trucks
and men on maintenance and con-
struction.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of team.
Total credits, $34,216 77
Transferred from State of New Hampshire,
account, vote of June 1, 10,000 00
Transferred from State of New Hampshire,





Ross Allen, carting freight, $
Rochester Germicide Co., 300 rolls
toilet paper,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on toilet
paper,
West Disinfecting Co., i/o bbl. euchrylyp-
tum,
Courier Publishing Co., publishing
amendment to ordinance,
Eugene C. Foss, 2 files and 1 broom,
William Mann Co., 1 doz. pencils, i/^
doz. rubber bands, 1 gross blot-
ters,
George M. Rankin, truant officer, 16
weeks,
Gilbert F. Shaw, collector, taxes bought
by city,
Loring, Short & Harmon, 2 tax col-
lector's books,
Verne F. Preston, 1 brush.
The Cragg Bindery, binding inventory
books,
Crossley Electrical Co., 2 150 w. lamps,
Ayers & Jenkins, 2 1-pt. cans glue,
George H. Magoon, expense taking in-
sane person to Concord,
George L. Winkley, 6 air valves and re-
pairing radiator,
Fred P. Meader, pen wipers, erasers
and pads.
Courier Publishing Co., publishing
amendment to ordinance,
George G. Welch, searching records
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and furnishing copy, $ 2 00
Joseph Warren, P. M., stamps for
assessors, 18 00
George A. Mathews, labor and mater-
ial covering window and making
transom, 25 90
L. C. Smith Typewriter Co., ribbon
coupon book, 9 00
Joseph Warren, P. M., 200 2c stamps, 4 00
The Record Press, printing on inven-
tory blanks, 5 00
John I. Rankin, services as truant offi-
cer, 10 00
Frank E. Hussey, P. 0. box rent and
express paid,
Lightbody Drug Co., 2 chamois skins,
A. F. Bradley, 1 load wood sawed and
delivered, ward 2,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on paint,
Frank J. Grimes, 2 doz. brooms,
Ross Allen, carting booths,
Crossley Electrical Co., 25 lamps,
Rochester Printing Co., 1 cut of
medal for city report, 15 47
F. H. Osgood, team delivering ballots, 1 50
Eugene C. Foss Co., 18 ft. % hose and
couplings, 4 81
Joseph Warren, P. M., 200 2c stamps,
city clerk; 100 Ic stamps, assess-
ors, 5 00
F. W. Fifield & Co., IM birth cards, 3 50
Fred P. Meader, 1 doz. time books,
17 boxes stickers, 2 30
5
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Crossley Electrical Co., 2 switches,
George G. Welch, copies of transfers
of real estate,
The Quality Brands Co., 55 gal. paint
for bridge railings,
E. A. Corson, floral piece for T. Du-
quette,
Eugene C. Foss Co., shovels, sidewalk
chisels, mops,
Watson, Hallet Co., floor brushes,
Birmingham Pen Co., 1 gross pens,
Strafford York Gas Co., 1 fixture ex-
tension and shade holder,
H. C. Hanson, varnish, paint and labor
in city clerk's ofiice,
Joseph Warren, P. M., 150 Ic stamps
for assessors,
Courier Publishing Co., 3M tax bills
and IM window envelopes,
J. H. Nute, 1 key,
Joseph Warren, P. M., 200 2c stamps,
Rochester Printing Co., city and li-
brary reports,
Gonic Mfg. Co., 12 gals, paint, 40 hrs.
labor and ironing box,
Leopold Larose, 119 hrs. labor at engine
room, 1,922 ft. sheathing engine
room at Gonic, 210 71
Watson, Hallett Co., 1 floor sweeping
brush, 8 32
W. I. Gushing, 5 gals, kerosene, 1 10
Crossley Electrical Co., 25 40w. lamps, 10 00
Preston & Bradley, insurance premium,
1
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Ward 2 Bldg., $ 5 00
Library Bureau, IM marriage index
cards, 8 36
Joseph Warren, P. M., 200 2c stamps, 4 00
George A. Mathews, material and
labor repairing screens, 13 12
Edson M. Abbott, M. D., examination
of insane person, 5 00
Courier Publishing Co., publishing ordi-
nances and notices, 13 75
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on hard-
ware, 52
Seth W. Jones, collector, license E. R.
Opera House, 50 00
W. H. Claflin & Co., IM drinking cups, 4 25
Fred P. Meader, 2 packages fillers and
V2 doz. erasers, 76
T. W. Osgood & Co., 2 qts. ink, 2 85
Ernest Home, labor and material re-
pairing fire station chimneys, 77 85
Berry & Shorey, 13 lbs. nails, 1 04
Harry C. Young, carrying insane per-
son to Concord, 10 00
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., care
of machine, 5 20
Eugene C. Foss Co., bulb, fire fluid,
liquid veneer, etc., 3 54
George H. Torr, pole for School street
school house, 10 00
Edson M. Abbott, M. D., examination
insane person, 5 OO
Loring, Short & Harmon, 1 diagram
book, 9 00
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Albert P. Covey, 1% S. & W. and 3 dia-
phragms, $ 4 25
Courier Publishing Co., 5M envelopes,
city clerk; 2M envelopes (w^in-
dow), tax collector; 3M tax bills,
Loring, Short & Harmon, 1 claims
and account book,
Frank E. Hussey, P. 0. box rent and
express paid,
C. B. Dolge Co., 5 gals, liquid soap,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
paint,
Courier Publishing Co., 2-in notices to
voters,
Walter N. Morrison, 2 3/4-in. nipples,
6 gaskets, 2 4-in. wire flue
brushes.
Miles H. Dustin, material and labor on
staging at lire station,
Joseph J. Letourneau, labor and ma-
terial on band stand,
Rochester Lumber Co., 12 pieces spruce
timber,
Eugene C. Foss Co., 1 nail claw,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
liquid soap, 65
Forrest L. Keay, examinations for in-
sanity,
Robert Blair, P. M., 200 2c stamps,
Crossley Electrical Co., battery bulb,
socket and lamps,
George L. Winkley, labor and repairs
E. R. Opera House,
67
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George G. Welch, copy of transfers, $ 10 80
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on pipe
for United Construction Co., 4 38
Ayers & Jenkins, 1 10-in. Goes wrench, 2 10
Miles H. Dustin, labor and material on
roof of fire station, 55 20
Rochester Lumber Co., 640 ft. 2-in.
pine for band stand, 51 20
Union Iron Products Co., 5 hydrant
signs, 17 50
J. H. Nute, repairing locks, 50
Harry Wormwood, for repairing pipe,
ward 2 voting place, 1 00
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on ma-
terial for bridge, 4 99
Albert P. Covey, labor and material on
closets, 3 65
Eugene C. Foss Co., sponges, dry
cells, liquid veneer, etc., 4 30
Rochester Lumber Co., glass and set-
ting, 6 00
George G. Welch, copies of transfer, 3 90
Forrest L. Keay, M. D., examination
for insanity, 5 00
J. H. Clow, for 1,924 ft. 3-in. boiler
tubes for High School building, 1,382 09
Robert Blair, P. M., 200 2c stamps, 4 00
Boston & Maine, freight on plank for
bridge, 1 22
Harry R. Foss, 4 baskets buttings for
boiler room, 2 00
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George G. Welch, copies of transfers, $ 7 65
Harry R. Foss, 3 baskets wood for
boiler room, 1 50
F. H. Osgood, moving hose wagon to
and from ward 4, election day, 2 00
J. H. Clow, labor and material re-
tubing boiler at High School, 199 30
Rochester Printing Co., 1,000 pay roll
receipts, 1,000 general receipts,
100 nomination blanks, 30 sets
women's check lists, 80 02
Eugene C. Foss Co., 8 door springs,
6 push pins, for ward houses, 1 80
L. C. Smith & Bros., adjusting type-
writer, 1 25
Harry C. Young, auto, delivering elec-
tion warrants and road hearings, 3 00
George G. Welch, copies of transfers, 3 90
Crossley Electrical Co., 25 40W. lamps, 10 00
Olin H. Chase, auto manual, 1 50
Robert Blair, P. M., 200 2c stamps, 4 00
Rochester Lumber Co., 1 sheet wall
board for posting sample ballots, 1 32
Newell B. Home, carting booths and
hose wagon, 1 50
Irving Cilley, auto hire carrying bal-
lots to and from E. R., 2 00
Hanscam & McDuffee, 2 tables, ward
4; 3 chairs, ward 2, 14 15
Michael's Daylight Store, cloth for
booth curtains, 1 19
Rochester Printing Co., printing check
lists and 500 council meeting cards, 138 38
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Fred P. Header, 1 doz. lead pencils and
1 jar paste, $ 90
Berry & Shorey, 1 gal. paint, brush and
oil for boiler room, 6 75
Harry C. Young, auto hire carrying
ballots, 3 00
Hanson American Band, vote of Aug.
.3, 1920, 200 00
Rochester City Band, vote of Aug. 3,
1920, 200 00
Visiting Nurse Association, attend-
ance at examination of school chil-
dren, 200 00
Crossley Electrical Co., 4 75W, lamps,
1 lOOW. lamp, 4 10
Hobbs & Warren, treasurer's book, 29 50
George E. Home, 1 day's work shovel-
ling coal into building, 4 00
Eugene C. Foss Co., 1 water pail, 1
battery, 1 paper push pins, 1 75
Evans Furniture Co., repairing chair, 1 50
The Record Press, printing check lists, 34 00
Crossley Electrical Co., 25 40W. lamps
and cord, shades, holders, sockets
and plug for booth, 15 55
Nelson Hatch, 2 dys.^ 7 hrs., shovelling
coal at High School building,
Robert Blair, P. M., 200 2c stamps,
Lightbody Drug Co., 1 chamois,
H. H. Clough, i/o day shovelling coal
at High School,
F. E. Hussey, for express paid,
Ross Allen, carting booths,
11
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Albert P. Covey, 2 2y2-in. coups, and
2 214-in. plugs,
George W. Blake, ballot box, ward 5,
Crossley Electrical Co., 12 40W. lamps,
Berry & Shorey, 2 hand sprayers,
William Mann Co., 6 penholders and
postage,
Eugene C. Foss Co., door springs,
batteries and chains.
Miles H. Dustin, work on ward 5
booths and snow carrier,
Harry C. Young, auto, delivering bal-
lots,
Frank E. Hussey, P. 0. box rent paid,
George G. Welch, recording deeds,
Strafford York Gas. Co., lights,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lights,
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The Texas Co., 290 gals, gasoline, $ 73 95
Frank L. Kendall, insurance premiums, 150 00
Frank E. Hussey, express paid, 1 13
The Texas Co., 290 gals, gasoline, 73 95
Alvin A. Fluff, 2 straps and 1 whip, 3 10
American La France Eng. Co., 1 recti-
fier, 48 00
Forrest R. Otis, 5 lbs. grease, 31/2 gals.
oil and labor, 4 30
American La France Eng. Co., 1 gal.
can polish, 6 00
Harold W. Sanders, 1 hour labor, 75
Crossley Electrical Co., 2 dry cell bat-
teries, 2 3-cell batteries, 2 key
sockets, 2 60
Harry H. Header, 1 traverse runner
pung, 35 00
Clarence E. Junkins, labor and ma-
terial repairing stove at Tiger en-
gine house, 10 97
The Fair, comforters, sheets and slips, 38 75
Frank Powell, shoveling hydrants at
Gonic, 4 00
George H. Marsh, shoveling hydrants
at Gonic, 4 00
Gonic Mfg. Co., team conveying fire-
men, 3 00
John V. Home, shoveling hydrants in
Rochester, 74 27
Ross Allen, hauling hose and carting
freight, 3 00
Berry & Shorey, 1 pr. breeching hooks, 25





F. R. Otis, 51/2 hrs. labor, 4 95
Howard V. Robbins, 2 mos, services
as fireman, 16 67
Alvin A. Fluff, 2 sweat pads and 12
straps, 5 50
Fhilip Fotvin, watching fire, 3 00
The Texas Co., 771 gals, gasoline, 254 41
American La France Co., 1 smoke
mask, 25 00
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., work
on wires, 1 10
Harry A. Roberts, shoeing horses, 9 00
Fabric Fire Hose Co., 16 ft. Deluge
hose set, 31 92
F. E. Hussey, express paid, 2 38
Ross Allen, carting hose to fire, 1 00
The Texas Co., 1,180 gals, gasoline, 361 80
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on chem-
icals, 1 00
Joseph Lamson, fireman 3 mos. 5 days, 26 34
F. H. Morrison, laundry work, 64
Eugene C. Foss Co., 6 rolls toilet
paper, 1 can auto paint, 65
Kimball & Allen, insurance on Tiger
engine house, 12 50
Phillips Garage, 2 qts. oil, 1 lb. grease,
V2 hr. labor, 2 30
Harry A. Roberts, shoeing horses, 5 75
Pay Roll, forest fire, Barrington road, 4 90
The Texas Co., 615 gals, gasoline, 196 80
F. E. Small, insurance E. R. fire sta-
tion, ' 15 00
10
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George W. Willoughby, 1 bbl. black-
smith coal furnished for steamer
at United Box Co. fire, 1919,
Frank L. Trask, 5 gals, kerosene,
John F. Nute, cash paid for stamps and
expenses,
American La France Co., 4 214-gal.
fire extinguishers.
Highway Dept., 2-9 purchase price of
hay bought by Highway Dept.,
1920,
Strafford York Gas Co., lighting.
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., light-
ing.
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Freeman Corson, grain,
Strafford County Grain Co., grain,
John F. Nute, chief engineer,
Wilbur E. Home, 1st asst. engineer,
Peter McShane, 2nd asst. engineer,
Charles S. Clark, 3rd asst. engineer,
Louis M. Richardson, 4th asst. en-
gineer,
Edwin S. Emerson, auto driver,
Fred Drew, auto driver,
Eugene Dame, auto driver,
Clarence Morrill, auto driver,
Weston Brown, auto driver,
Frank Hoyt, auto driver,
Milton Wood, auto driver,
Clarence Cilley, auto driver.
Total expenditures,
$ 2





Water Dept., 74 gals, gasoline,
Highway Dept., 287 gals, gasoline,
Water Dept., 47 gals, gasoline,
Highway Dept., 255 gals, gasoline,
Highway Dept., 146 gals, gasoline,
Water Dept., 25 gals, gasoline,
C. F. Trask Mfg. Co., 2 lengths hose,
second hand.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
G. F. Shaw, 14 gals, gasoline.
Water Dept., 85 gals, gasoline.
Highway Dept., 480 gals, gasoline
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
J. Frank Ellis, 3 gals, gasoline.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
G. F. Shaw, 35 gals, gasoline,
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
J. Frank Ellis, 24 gals, gasoline.
Highway Dept., 756 gals, gasoline,
Water Dept., 54 gals, gasoline.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
Frank L. Trask, 1 gal. gasoline,
Gypsy Moth Dept., 6 gals, gasoline.
Water Dept., 59 gals, gasoline.
Highway Dept., 798 gals, gasoline,
$12,765 00
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J. Frank Ellis, 35 gals, gasoline,
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
G. F. Shaw, 46 gals, gasoline.
Highway Dept., 858 gals, gasoline,
Water Dept., 92 gals, gasoline.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses.
Water Dept., 39 gals, gasoline.
Highway Dept., 980 gals, gasoline,
Frank Ellis, 10 gals, gasoline.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
State for N. H., refund for forest fires,
Highway Dept., 10 gals, gasoline,
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
United Box & Lumber Co., 2 lengths
second hand hose.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
Water Dept., 44 gals, gasoline.
Highway Dept., 725 gals, gasoline.
Street Sprinkling Dept., use of horses,
G. F, Shaw, 47 gals, gasoline.
Street Sprinkling Dept,, use of horses.
Highway Dept,, 619 gals, gasoline.
Water Dept,, 67 gals, gasoline,
J, Frank Ellis, 74 gals, gasoline,
John I. Rankin, 215 gals, gasoline,
10
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G. F. Shaw, 37 gals, gasoline,
Highway Dept., 446 gals, gasoline.
Water Dept., 56 gals, gasoline,
Highway Dept., 357 gals, gasoline,
Water Dept., 56 gals, gasoline,
Total credits.
Transferred from county tax balance,
$ 11
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T. J. Labby, auto hire,
W. I. Gushing, 5 gals, kerosene,
T. J. Labby, auto hire,
Harry C. Young, auto hire,
Abe L. Davis, E. R., 1 oil can and 5
gals, kerosene,
Fred Doyle, auto hire,
Ayers & Jenkins, 3 lanterns,
Harry C. Young, auto hire,
Gilbert F. Shaw, auto hire,
F. L. Trask, 5 gals, kerosene,
Thomas Labby, auto hire,
L. M. Richardson, auto hire,
T. W. Osgood, 1 flash light, 4 bat-
teries, 2 bulbs,
Eugene G. Foss Go., 2 spring locks,
Eco Clock Go., 1 box dials,
William Wright, services as attorney
and justice,
N. B. Bancroft, 13 meals to prisoners,
John L Rankin, auto hire to Goncord
with insane patient, 12 00
W. E. Gleaves, repairing watchman's
clock, 2 00
Fred Doyle, auto one night, 3 00
John L Rankin, auto to Goncord with
insane patient, 12 00
Traffic Sign & Signal Go., 3 flags, 1 42
Abe L. Davis, E. R., 5 gals, kerosene, 1 00
Harry G. Young, auto hire, 4 00
F. H. Osgood, auto hire, 2 50
Riley & Tuttle, 5 gals, kerosene, 1 10




Thomas Labby, auto hire,
Thomas Labby, auto hire.
Hotel Hayes, board of detectives, Fair
week,
Thomas Labby, auto hire.
Water Dept., 5 gals, kerosene,
Morgan & Jackson, lunches for prison-
ers,
Thomas Labby, auto hire,
Thomas Labby, auto hire,
Henry D. Yeaton, making complaints
and warrants,
Harry C. Young, auto hire,
Riley & Tuttle, 5 gals, kerosene,
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
Nelson Hatch, services as night watch.
Nelson Hatch, services as special,
Joseph Cooley, services as night watch,
Joseph Cooley, services as special,
Stephen Howard, services as night
watch,
Stephen Howard, services as special,
Gilbert F. Shaw, services as special,
Fred Goodwin, services as special,
Fred Doyle, services as special,
John L Rankin, services as special,
Will Hanscam, services as special,
Everett M. Chadbourne, supplying dur-
ing vacations of marshal and assist-
ant marshal, 46 15
Everett M. Chadbourne, services as
special, 12 00
George H. Magoon, city marshal, 1,592 29
1
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Isaac W. Rankin, assistant marshal,
Frank H. Boston, assistant marshal,
Thomas Duquette, night watch,
Ferdinand G. Sylvain, night watch,
Horace H. Mills, police at East Roch-
ester,
Fred A. Hamilton, police at Gonic,
Samuel D, Felker, judge of police court,












Forest L. Keay, overseer of poor, $ 400 00
John I. Rankin, sanitary officer, 697 08
W. A. Hanscam, janitor, 1,196 31
Frank D. Stevens, asst. janitor, 863 06
Charles Hussey, asst. janitor, 1 10
William Sass, asst. janitor, 9 00
Gilbert F. Shaw, on taxes, 1919, 196 11
Gilbert F. Shaw, on taxes, 1920, 1,843 02
Charles W. Evans, salary as assessor, 450 00
Charles W. Evans, use of horse and ex-
penses, 32 64
Charles W. Evans, expenses to state
convention,
A. Gaspard Gelinas, salary as assessor,
A. Gaspard Gelinas, expenses to state
convention,
John S. Kimball, salary as assessor,
John S. Kimball, expenses to state con-
vention, 8 33
Gilbert F. Shaw, expenses to state con-
vention. 8 33
Frank W. Hussey, assistant, in clerk's
office, 561 63
Richmond Parshley, assistant in clerk's
office, 34 50
Ward Officers
Substitutes at Election Held March 9th
Ward 1. William R. Gerrish, marker, $ 3 00
2. Curtis Allen, marker, 3 00
Harvey D. Smith, clerk, 3 00
3. Fred A. Hamilton, marker, 3 00
Horace Davis, clerk, 3 00
4. Joseph Jacques, marker, 3 00
8
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Ferdinand Marquis, clerk, $ 3 00
$ 21 00
Substitutes at Election Held Sept. 7th
Ward 1. William R. Gerrish, marker, $ 3 00
2. Patrick Keating, clerk, 3 00
3. Harold Vickery, clerk, 3 00
Nelson Hart, marker, 3 00
Fred Hamilton, marker, 3 00
Edrick Allen, clerk, 3 00
4. Ida Sylvain, marker, 3 00
Joseph Jacques, marker, 3 00
5. William W. Brock, instruc-
tor, 3 00
6. Nathaniel T. Kimball, clerk, 3 00
Dora McDuffee, marker, 3 00
$ 33 00
Substitutes at Election November 2nd
Ward 1. Mrs, John Shapleigh, instruc-
tor, $ 3 00
Mrs. Ella Richards, instructor, 3 00
3. Edward G. Carr, inspector, 3 00
Ralph 0. Meader, gatekeeper, 3 00
Jos. Fleury, Jr., gatekeeper, 3 00
4. Edmund Marcoux, inspector, 6 20
Simeon Bergeron, inspector, 3 80
Alfred Lemelin, inspector, 3 00
5. William W. Brock, instructor, 3 00
6. George Cole, inspector, 5 00
Alice Young, inspector, 5 00
Edward L. Garnett, clerk, 5 00
William H. Brock, clerk, 5 00
$ 51 00
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Regular Election Officers at Elections Held March 9,
Sept. 2, Nov. 2 and Dec. 7
MODERATORS
Ward 1. William F. Hartford,
2. Edward L. Tebbetts,
Arthur N. Brock,
3. Willis E. Header,
4. Philias Desmarais,
Archie Sylvain,
5. Louis H. McDuffee,
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3. George H. Marsh, $ 20 40
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Abraham Stark, $ 8 40
3. Sumner W. Watson, 7 20
Fred A. Hamilton, 6 00
4. Edgar Couture, 3 00
Felix Sanfacon, Jr., 3 00
5. Charles F. Evans, 12 00
Asa P. Roberts, 12 00
6. George F. Cole, 3 00
Alice Young, 3 00
3. Nelson R, Hart, gatekeeper, 3 00
$ 98 80
SUPERVISORS
Chairman, Granville F. Grant, $ 62 45
Ward 1. Irving Cilley, 68 00
2. James 0. Watson, 67 20
3. Harry H. Header, 67 20
4. Frank McDonald, 68 80
5. George T. McDuffee, 68 00
6. Charles E. Woodvi^ard, 68 40
$470 05
Total expenditures, $12,455 60
Unexpended balance, 844 40
$13,300 00
Credit
By appropriation, $12,700 00





Wilfrid Martineau, work on floor,
Ed. Martineau, work on floor,
L. D. Critchett, work on floor,
Crossley Electrical Co., 1 stand lamp,
Wilbur Thompson, work on floor,
Seth W. Jones, collector, license,
Riley & Tuttle, starch for paste,
Frank Stevens, work on floor,
Frank Hussey, selling tickets,
John K. Allen, selling tickets,
E. Martineau, work on floor,
Eugene C. Foss Co., 1 qt. orange shel-
lac,
E. Martineau, work on floor,
Wilbur Thompson, work on floor,
The Quality Brands Co., 40 gals, white
paint for hall
Crossley Electrical Co., 1 shade,
Ayers & Jenkins, enamel, brush, linseed
oil and turpentine, 15 20
Evans Furniture Co., 1 shade and 1
roller, 3 10
J. Spaulding & Sons Co., 3 chair seats
and nails, 88
Albert P. Covey, plumbing and ma-
terials used, 6 80
C. H. Hersom, 492 hrs. painting and
trucking, 369 50
Eugene C. Foss Co., lag screws, bronze
and brush, 1 82
Evans Furniture Co., 9 2-3 yds. opaque
curtains and hanging, 10 80




I. B. Allen, stage hand,
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K. of C. Minstrels,
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SIDEWALK DEPARTMENT
Paid Cocheco Woolen Co., 23 loads sand,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on mixer
yoke,
Waldo Bros. & Bond Co., new yoke
for mixer,
A. F. Bradley, 460 bags cement,
Strafford York Gas Co., 39 loads cin-
ders,
H. N. Spaulding, i/o cost of sidewalk
and 91 cement bags returned,
Brackett, Shaw & Lunt Co., parts and
labor on mixer
P. M, Allen, mason and tender on
Linscott walk,
P. M. Allen, mason and tender on S.
Wallace walk,
Strafford York Gas Co., 1 truck load
cinders,
Strafford York Gas Co., 35 loads cin-
ders,
Frank E, Hussey, express paid,
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P. H. Roberts, on account sidewalk, $ 100 00
A. F. Bradley, 58 bags cement and
credit for empty bags, 54 35
Boston Brick Co., use of mixer, 45 55
School Dept., 5 bags cement, 6 00
H. N. Spaulding, 91 bags cement and
use of mixer eight days, 145 75
A. H. Linscott, Vi cost of sidewalk on
Wakefield street, abutting new
house and Evans property.
State Highway Dept., 80 bags cement,
Collins Construction Co., 220 bags ce-




Elmer J. Smart, telephone tolls and ex-
penses on account, L C. T. claim,
Simeon St. Hillaire, cutting bushes,
Joseph Lepine, cutting bushes,
Simeon St. Hillaire, cutting bushes,
Joseph Lepine, cutting bushes.
Highway Dept., tarvia used surfacing
Farmington road,
Joseph Lepine, cutting bushes,
Simeon St. Hillaire, cutting bushes,
Joseph Lepine, cutting bushes,
Simeon St. Hillaire, cutting bushes,
Pay Rolls, for labor.
Total expenditures for maintenance, $2,916 37
Farmington Road Construction
Paid Collins Construction Co., on con-
tract, $3,000 00
Collins Construction Co., on con-
tract, 1,500 00
Collins Construction Co., on con-
tract, 1,028 91
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on tarvia, 155 82




forms and dumping board,
Highway Dept., 2 12-in. culverts 14 ft.
long,
Sidewalk Dept., 80 bags cement,
Peter Perrault, 23 days, 5 hrs. operat-
ing roller,
City of Somersworth, use of roller.
Conic Mfg. Co., 1 load slabs for roller,
Harry L. Header, 393 cu. yds. gravel
at bank.
Highway Dept., 385 cu. yds. gravel at
bank,
George E. Greenfield, 6,535 lbs. coal
for roller,
James M. Rand, land damage straight-
ening road,
Pay Rolls, for labor.
Total expenditures.




State of New Hampshire, 58 29
Rebate on freight, 2 72
Deficit, to be taken care of in refund




Paid Sewerage Dept., 1/2 cost self propel-
ling nozzle, $ 12 00
W. H. Carll, horse hire, 6 days, 9 00
G. R. Pinfold, damage to horse by
stepping in drop,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on cast-
ings,
Rochester Foundry and Machine Works,
12 castings.
Parry Brick Co., 4,800 brick for man
holes,
Ayers & Jenkins, 10 lbs. nails and 1
padlock,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on cast-
ings,
Rochester Lumber Co., 222 ft. 2-in.
plank,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on cast-
ings,
Parry Brick Co., 2,000 brick at yard,
Puritan Iron Works, 12 sets castings,
P. M. Allen, 81 hrs. mason work on
Winter street sewer, 156 60
Berry & Shorey, 40 ft. 12-in. Akron
pipe.
Berry & Shorey, 1 6 x 6 Y,
Ayers & Jenkins, 2 lbs. nails,
Sewerage Dept., 36 ft. 10-in. Akron
pipe, 12 ft. 12-in. Akron pipe.
Pay Rolls, for labor.
Total expenditures,
25
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Unexpended balance, $ 693 49
!,563 76
Credit
By appropriation, $2,500 00
Received from
:
W. H. Champlin, 108 ft. 12-in. Akron
pipe, 58 32
W. H. Champlin, 8 ft. 12-in. Akron
pipe, 5 44
Total credits, $2,563 76
STREET SPRINKLING
Paid Stephen Howard, 1 day's work.
Water Dept., turning on stand pipes,
Water Dept., 5 ft. galvanized pipe,
couplings and labor at stand pipe.
Snow Block,
Water Dept., repairing stand pipe,
Natt Tasker, repairing damage to auto
body caused by sprinkler pole, 1919,
E. Corey & Co., 1 spring for sprinkler,
Frank E. Hussey, express on spring,
Dr. G. E. Chesley, veterinary services,
Harry A. Roberts, repairing sprinkler.
Water Dept., labor and material re-
pairing stand pipes,
Ayers & Jenkins, 1 pr. seat springs,
3
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Albert P. Covey, material and labor on
sprinkler,
Ayers & Jenkins, 2 rolls tape,
Harry A, Roberts, repairing sprink-
lers,
Harry A. Roberts, repairing yoke to
sprinkler,
Water Dept., shutting off stand pipes.
Berry & Shorey, 7 gals, enamel paint
for sprinklers.
Water Dept., repairing leaking stand
pipe. No. Main street.
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Frank E, Hussey, express on sewer
rods, $ 1 47
W. H. Stewart, 50 2-ft. sewer rods, 50
1-ft. sewer rods,
C. A. Davis, 3 bu. salt,
Joseph H. Nute, sewer iron,
Alvin A. Fluff, 4 1-in. x 48-in. straps,
Ayers & Jenkins, 2^/4 lbs. lath yarn and
2 pails,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on 30
pes. soil pipe,
George E. Gilchrist Co., 150 ft. 4-in.
extra heavy soil pipe,
Justin H, Gear, storage of tools at
Gonic,
Sidney Sladden Co., 1 self propelling
nozzle,
George H. Phillips, sewerage entrance
fee returned,
Berry & Shorey, 1 nail hammer,
Ayers & Jenkins, 6 lanterns and 1
trowel, 7 00
Edwin J. York, 200 ft. 4-in. Akron
pipe,
A. F. Bradley, 6 bags cement,
Ayers & Jenkins, 6 lantern globes and
1 nail hammer,
Water Dept., 650 ft. C. I. pipe and
trucking.
Berry & Shorey, 2 lbs. nails and 16-in.
bend,




William C. Norcross Co., 400 ft. 4-in.
sewer pipe,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on sewer
pipe,
Clarence E. Jimkins, bottoming 28
sewer pails,
Berry & Shorey, 1,000 ft. 4-in. sewer
pipe, 500 ft. 6-in. sewer pipe, 50
4 X i/s bends, 18 6 x 4 Y's,
William C. Norcross Co., 500 ft. 4-in.
sewer pipe and freight,
Alvin A. Fluff, auto strap,
Berry & Shorey, difference in freight
on sewer pipe over old rate,
George L. Winkley, 1 clean-out cover.
Pay Rolls, for labor,








W. H. Kendall, sewer connection,
St. Charles Orphanage, rodding sewer,
Faul F. Brown, sewer connection,
James W. Brock, rodding sewer.
Rev. C. S. Lacroix, 1 4-in. Yg bend,








Gonic Mfg. Co., advance payments
and sewer connection, $ 55 50
Philip Mondou, advance payments
and sewer connection, 76 55
Albert Grondin, advance payments, 25 00
F. W. Clancy, labor on sewer connec-
tion, 1 00
George L. Lanoix, advance payment
and sewer connection, 43 25
Studley Box & Lumber Co., 42 ft. 6-in.
Akron pipe, 9 83
Will Cullen, 1 15x6 Akron T and 28 ft.
6-in. pipe, 11 70
Mrs. George Blaisdell, advance pay-
ment and sewer connection, 32 45
St. Leo Church, sewer connection, 25 00
Medric Lagotte, cleaning sewer, 1 00
Lord & Allen, at N. E. T. & T. Co.
Building, laying surface drain, 74
ft. 6-in. Akron pipe and 1 6-in.
bend, 650 lbs. C. L pipe, cement,
labor and trucking, 85 31
Charles Rumazza, 11 ft. 6-in, Akron
pipe,
Patrick F. Casey, advance payment,
A. H. Linscott, advance payment and
connection at garage,
Mrs. J. E. McNeill, advance payment,
Florence Tuck, cleaning sewer,
Henry W. Felker, advance payment
and sewer connection,
Charles W. Bradley, advance pay-
ment and sewer connection,
4
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Arthur P. McGinn, advance payment, $ 25 00
Gonic Mfg. Co., advance payment and
sewer connection, 116 95
Surface Drain Dept., 36 ft. 10-in.
Akron pipe, 12 ft. 12-in. Akron
pipe, 20 40
C. A. C. Hanson, advance payment and
sewer connection at carnival
grounds, 30 50
Wilbur Watton, sewer connection, 12 85
Total credits, $2,757 89
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Paid H. T. Hayes & Co., 4 gals, formalde-
hyde, 15 lbs. sulphuric acid, 25
lbs. dechromate soda, $ 35 25
H. T. Hayes & Co., 1 gal. formalde-
hyde, 21/2 lbs. sulphuric acid, 4 50
H. T. Hayes & Co., 2% gals, formalde-
hyde, 71/2 lbs. sulphuric acid, 18
lbs. dechromate soda, 31/2 oz.
tinct. larkspur, 1 can chloride lime,
1 fine comb, 29 58
Total expenditures, $ 69 33
Unexpended balance, 180 67
$ 250 00
Credit
By appropriation, $ 250 00
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SHADE TREES, PARKS AND COMMONS
Paid Water Dept., valve for E. R. foun-
tain,
J. H. Nute, axe handle, grinding, set-
ting and filing saws,
Gonic Mfg. Co., material and labor at
Gonic Park,
Water Dept., turning on water at
fountain and painting same,
J. H. Nute, sharpening lawn mowers.
Berry & Shorey, 1 pr. pruner shears.
Courier Publishing Co., 25 cards for
Park, "Loafing Forbidden,"
Joseph Lamson, 6 days' work at Han-
son Park,
Simeon St. Hillaire, 42 days' work at
Hanson Park,
Gideon Boulet, 16 days' work at Han-
son Park,
Joseph Lapine, 16 days' work at Han-
son Park,
Rochester Lumber Co., 125 ft. hem-
lock boards, 7 pieces 2x6, 2 pieces
2x4 for Hanson Park,
Ayers & Jenkins, 1 axe and 1 bush
scythe.
Miles H. Dustin, labor and material
building bath houses at Hanson
Park, 226 56
Ayers & Jenkins, paint and oil used at
Hanson Park, 13 35
H. M. Preston, care of parks at E. R., 20 00
$ 2
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Thomas Turmelle, care of park at River
street,
Frank W. Hussey, care of park at
Strafford Square,
Dennis Mahoney, care of parks at
Woodman, Liberty and South
Main streets,
Charles H. Hersom, painting at Han-
son Park,
J. H. Nute, sharpening lawn mowers
and grinding axes,
Water Dept., shutting off fountains,
John P. Crowney, hauling brush from
Hanson Park,
J. H. Nute, grinding axes and filing
saws.
Pay Rolls, for work removing and
trimming trees,




By appropriation, $ 500 00
By appropriation, vote of Sept. 7 (trans-
ferred from State of New Hampshire), 400 00
Received from J. A. Morrill, privilege of
cutting ice opposite Park, 10 00




Paid Watson, Hallett Co., 600 lbs. arsenate
of lead, $ 180 00
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on arse-
nate of lead, 2 36
Phillips Garage, labor and fittings used
on spraying machine,
Frank E. Hussey, express on hose,
Walter N. Morrison, labor and material
on spraying machine.
Fire Dept., 6 gals, gasoline,
Morrill Sanborn, team and driver, 2
days, 24 00
Mulconroy Co., 50 ft. 1-in. hose and
1-in. couplings, 32 20
Phillips Garage, material and labor on
sprayer, 6 60
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Courier Publishing Co., publishing
notice,
James McDuffee, 2 sheep and 1 lamb
killed,
School Dept., license money,











Appropriation, interest on city hall bonds, $1,360 00
Received from:
Rochester Trust Co., 522 73




































Municipal Bonds outstanding January 1, 1921:
Series 1921, $14,000 00
1922, 14,000 00














Paid Twin State Gas & Electric Co., $8,456 92
Unexpended balance, 1,076 11
$ 9,533 03
Credit
By balance from 1919, $ 533 03
By appropriation, 9,000 00
$9,533 03
PUBLIC LIBRARY AND READING ROOM
Paid John L. Copp, Treasurer, $6,000 00
Credit
By appropriation, $6,000 00
EAST ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY AND
READING ROOM
Paid George A. Elliott, Treasurer, $ 200 00
City of Rochester 103
Credit
By appropriation, $ 200 00
FUEL FOR CITY HALL
To deficit from 1919, $ 629 95
Paid A. F. Bradley, 45 tons, 19 cwt.
egg coal, $562 89
A. F. Bradley, 8 tons, 1,075
lbs. egg coal, 145 14




Paid John L. Copp, Treasurer, $5,000 00
Credit
By appropriation, $5,000 00
COUNTY OF STRAFFORD
Paid Frank N. French, Treasurer, $18,846 08
Transferred to Opera House, 96 90
Transferred to Fire Dept., 635 61
$19,578 59
Unexpended balance, 421 41
$20,000 00
INSURANCE ON CITY HALL
Paid Frederic E. Small, $ 217 50
Frank L. Kendall Agency, 217 50
Preston & Bradley, 232 50
Charles W. Varney, $ 217 50
Harvey D. Smith, 15 00
Total expenditures, $ 900 00







STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Paid John W. Plumer, State Treasurer, $4,657 85
John L. Copp, Treasurer, 24,905 15
Transferred to Interest account, 8,812 26
Gypsy Moth account, 109 02
Highways account, 10,087 75
Parks and Commons account, 783 47
School account, 1,833 90
Unexpended balance, 5,017 75











SPECIAL APPROPRIATION FOR GONIC HALL
Paid Harry H. Header, Treasurer, $1,000 00
Credit
By balance from 1919, $1,000 00
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Gypsy Moths, 509 02
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid, 3,082 36
Fuel for City Hall, 1,473 31
Purchase of Gonic Engine House, 1,000 00
Surface Drains, 1,870 27
Total expenditures, $345,434 74
Deficit in fuel for City Hall Dept, 1919,
taken care of in 1920 appropriation, 629 95
$346,064 69
TRANSFERS
The following transfers were made by either vote
of City Council or as provided by Statute and Ordi-
nance :
City Clerk's Fees to Miscellaneous, $ 191 00
Dog Depredations to Schools, 877 59
State of New Hampshire to Schools, 1,833 90
State of New Hampshire to Interest, 8,812 26
State of New Hampshire to Gypsy Moth ac-
count, 109 02
State of New Hampshire to Highways, 10,087 75
State of New Hampshire to Parks and Com-
mons, 783 47
County of Strafford to Opera House, 96 90
County of Strafford to Fire Dept., 635 61
$23,427 50
City Clcrk^s Report
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1920,
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Credit
Paid Treasurer, $340,789 64
Cash in hands of City Clerk, Dec. 31, 1920, 181 68
$340,971 32
This is to certify that I have examined the ac-
counts of the City Clerk for the year 1920 and I be-
live the above statement to be a true and correct state-






Municipal bonds, $168,000 00
City hall bonds, 29,000 00
Checks out unpaid, 1,217 86
Amount due vi^ater works on account, 410 43
$198,628 29
Credit
B. &, M. stock, $ 800 00
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Due on sundry accounts, $ 734 23
Due on collector's list, 1920, 14,336 66
Cash in hands of treasurer, 677 67
$16,548 56
Net indebtedness, exclusive of water
bonds, $182,079 73
Water bonds outstanding, 150,000 00
As a sinking fund there is invested to
the credit of water bonds outstanding,
United States Victory and sundry
bonds, 81,500 00
Municipal bonds held by the water works, 42,000 00
STATEMENT OF TAX COLLECTOR FOR THE
YEAR, 1919
Cash on hand Jan. 3, 1920, $ 720 57
Balance due on 1919 list as of Jan. 3, 1920, 3,162 31
Interest collected since Jan. 3, 1920, 24 27
$3,907 15
Credit
Collected and paid treasurer since Jan. 3,
1920, $3,862 95
Abatements since Jan. 3, 1920, 44 20
$3,907 15
For the Year 1920 as of January 1, 1921
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ABATEMENTS
Gilbert F. Shaw's List, 1919
Annis, Harley E., paid in Farmington,
Bail, John, tax twice,
Beamish, John, gone,
Barker, Alphonse, tax twice,
Boucher, Leon, not a resident.
Bunker, Lewis D., gone,
Bunker, Alonzo, not 21,
Bowering, James, error.
Berry, Arianna C. Est., for road,
Brock, Ed. W., over tax,
Corson, James A., over tax,
Canney, Del C, error,
Carcoe, Balomino, tax twice,
Cloughton, Ernest C, tax twice,
Colman, Pat, over 70,
Cartier, Alexander, tax twice,
Downes, Sumner, not a resident,
Dupont, Alphonse, gone,
Dearborn, Thomas H., over tax,
Elliott, James, poor,
Elliott, Wm., poor,
Elliott, Charles W., error,
Emerson, Archie, tax twice,
Edney, James M., error,
Fleury, Fred, U. S. S.,
Freeman, Augustus, tax twice,
Foss, Harold D., watering tub,
Faunce, Archie, over tax,
Gerrish, Wm. R., error, 33 00




Goldstein, Lewis, tax twice,
Grenier, Joseph, gone,
Gagne, Tancrede, not a resident,
Glidden, Herbert, dead.
Home, Charles M., over 70,
Hayden, T. F., poor,
Hoyt, Nahum F., over 70,
Hobbs, Justin H., over tax,
Jones, Albert D., over tax,
Leighton, George, tax twice,
Lachapelle, Aimee, tax twice,
Lacasse, Adolphe, U. S. S.,
Lasky, George, paid in Acton,
Lapointe, John, gone.
Mills, George E., error,
Mills, Ben C., error,
Mooney, Ben. S., twice,
Meader, Clara E., error,
Meader, Harry H., over tax,
McCleod, John, over 70,
Michael, Joseph, over tax,
Mclntire, Peter S., U. S. S.,
McPherson, Alex, tax twice.
Miller, Hugh, U. S. S.,
Nason, Sewell, paid in Maine,
O'Brien, James, paid in Portsmouth,
Plummer, Milton H., error,
Plummer, Lillian V., error.
Proctor Brothers, over tax,
Roberts, Benj. H., Est., error,
Rand, Charles W., watering tub,
Smith, David, not 21,
1 5
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Soule, Rev. W. E., not a resident, $ 3 00
Standard Oil Company, error, 46 80
Swain, Ansel P., paid in Barrington, 3 00
Smith, Herbert W., error, 6 90
Shaw, C. C, over tax, 10 40
Sylvain, Thos. J., paid in Lynn, 3 00
Stark, Abraham, error, 2 00
Tarbox, Clarence, dead, 3 00
Toomy, Lawrence, over tax, 5 20
Thompson, Herman, tax twice, 3 00
Troy, Pat, paid in Medford, 3 00
United Box & Lumber Company, over tax, 442 00
Varney, Ed, error, 9 50
Verrill, L. G., over tax, 4 62
Weinstein, Lewis, tax twice, 5 67
Varney, Lewis M., paid in Milton, 3 00
Worcester, Horace L., error, 8 00
White, Ed., not 21, 3 00
Woodes, Herman W., over 70, 3 00
Welch, J. Ed., not a resident, 3 00
$1,459 60
Received from the assessors of the City of Roch-
ester, N, H., the foregoing abatements on list of taxes
for the year one thousand nine hundred and nineteen
(1919) amounting to the sum of one thousand four and




ADDITIONAL ABATEMENTS OF GILBERT F.
SHAW'S LIST, 1919
Ballou, Helen, Est., poor, $ 26 00
Jones, Sarah E., over tax, 13 00
McNish, Lavina, poor, 5 20
$ 44 20
Received from the assessors of the City of Roch-
ester, N. H., the foregoing abatements on list of taxes
for the year one thousand nine hundred and nineteen




Report of City Treasurer
For Year Ending December 31, 1920
RECEIPTS
Balance January 1, 1920, $19,687 12
Taxes, 1919, 3,862 95
Taxes, 1920, 229,292 03
Water works, 45,514 85
Notes and interest, 60,522 73
Insurance tax, 1,344 01
Railroad tax, 5,729 44
Savings Bank tax, 17,831 70
Police court and fines, 1,132 11







Surface sewerage, 1,870 27
Street lights, 8,456 92
Water works, 59,414 09
Schools, 70,622 61
City poor, 2,305 86








Donors : Seth Adams and Lewis Tebbetts.
Purpose: Income to be paid to poor widows, orphans
and maiden ladies.
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1930 series.





Donor : Priscilla J. Abbott.
Purpose : Income to be expended in caring for and
beautifying family burial lot of donor, No. 130,
Rochester Cemetery.
Investment : Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Income, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1920
Jan. 1 Balance carried into 1920, $ 95
By collected coupons, city
bonds, 12 00
$ 12 95
To check for cut and
potted flowers, $ 8 00
To check paid Roch-
ester Cemetery
Association for





Donor: Annie R. Dore.
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Purpose : The care of burial lot of said donor on home-
stead farm of said deceased near Pickering's
Crossing.




Jan. 1 By collected coupons, city
bonds, $ 16 00
To check to D. Fremont
Jenness for care lot, 16 00
ESTES CEMETERY FUND ,
Amount : $200.
Donor : Elizabeth C. Estes.
Purpose : Perpetual care of donor's burial lot.
Investment : Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Balance, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1920
Jan. 1 Balance carried into 1920, $ 20 75
By collected coupons on city
bond, 8 00
$ 28 75
To paid Rochester Cemetery
Association, for care of
lot, $ 7 00




Donor : Lewis W. Tebbetts.
Purpose : Income to be used to repair and keep in re-
pair and good condition Haven Hill Cemetery on
Rochester Hill.
Investment : Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.
Balance, Rochester Trust Company.
Statement
1920
Jan. 1 Balance carried into 1920, $ 286 83
By collected on city bond
coupons, 120 00
$ 406 83
To paid Rochester Cemetery
Association, for care, etc., 25 00
Balance on hand, $ 38L 83
MORRILL CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $100.
Donor : Lizzie A. Morrill.
Purpose: Income to be used for perpetual care of de-
ceased's lot in the cemetery on Cypress avenue.
No. 361.
City of Rochester 125
Investment: Principal, City of Rochester Municipal
Bonds, 1932 series.




Donor: Lewis W. Tebbetts.
Purpose : Keeping in good repair and condition the
Wingate family burying ground, which is located
across the road from the Wingate homestead on
the Salmon Falls road in said Rochester.




To check in payment Roch-
ester Cemetery Associ-
ation, labor, etc. $ 8 00
By collected coupons on city
bonds, $ 8 00
OLD TOWN FARM CEMETERY FUND
Amount: $253.54.
(This fund is made up from moneys received from
sale of lots in the past and principal as well as
income can be used.)
Investment: Principal, deposited Rochester Trust Co.
Savings department.
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By dividend on deposit
Rochester Trust Com-
pany, $ 10 24
$ 269 96
To paid Rochester Ceme-
tery Association, for
care of cemetery $ 10 00
Total on deposit $ 259 90
OLD CEMETERY CONSERVATION FUND PER-
PETUA
Amount: 1918, $6,627.73; 1919, $6,968.10; 1920,
$6,555.09.
Donors : Charles A. C. Hanson, et als.
Purpose : Care and maintenance of Old Cemetery at
large and specific lots designated by donors.
Investments (showing increase for year)
(1) Original Funds $5,600 00
(City of Rochester, 1931 Municipal Bonds)
(2) New Bequests (See post list of contributors)
(Rochester Trust Co. Bk. No. 22705)
Apr. 5, 1920, Elijah E.
Roberts $ 75 00
Sept. 15, 1920, Est. Geo.
W. Pendexter 100 00
Dec. 6, 1920, Div. 2 00
$ 177 00
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(3) Emergency Fund, General
(Rochester Trust Co., Savings Dept.)
By Prin., Jan. 1, 1920 $ 36 87
By dividend on deposit 1 44
$ 38 31
(4) Emergency Fund, Special
(Rochester Trust Co., Savings Dept.)
By Prin., Jan. 1, 1920 $ 918 22
By div. on deposit 36 72
By emergency fund spe-
cial for year, i. e. 1-8
income 28 00
982 94
To carried to checking account to
pay bills chargeable as below^ 74 00
$908 94
Total principal (1), (2), (3) and
(4), as per statement above $6,724 25
Less div. on (2) 2 00
Total accumulated principal at
close of accounts $6,722 25
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To paid Rochester Cemetery As-
sociation for work and ma-
• terial on individual lots and
cemetery at large $ 195 61
To paid Rochester Cemetery As-
sociation for emergency




icus Hanson $ 20 00
Benj. and George
Barker 3 00
David Barker 3 00
Chas. Dennett 7 00
Jeremiah H. Wood-
man 8 00
Ephraim Hammett 10 00
Nathaniel Upham 5 00
Moses Hale 10 00





To check for deposit Emergency
Fund Special, for 1-8 income
allowed for year 28 00
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I have examined the accounts of the Trustees of
the Trust Funds of the City of Rochester for the year
1920 and find them correctly cast and properly vouched




Expenditures of Water Works
For Year Ending December 31, 1920
PLUMBING ACCOUNT
Paid United Brass Mfg. Co., 1 % drainable
gate valve
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on me-
ters
Neptune Meter Co., rep. compound
meters
Coffin Valve Co., 4 1-in. gate nuts and
oil plugs
National Meter Co., 25 new me-
ters, fittings and repairing meters
George E. Gilchrist Co., 12 % unions
and 24 % couplings
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on pipe
Frank E. Hussey, express paid on me-
ters
The Ford Meter Box Co., 6 meter
frames
National Meter Co., 1 1-in. AAX meter
and connections
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., 16 service clamps
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
clamps




Pittsburgh Meter Co., % Arctic bottom
plates, % Arctic casing gaskets $ 5 76
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on fit-
tings 53
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., 66 as-
sorted unions, 12 cans Tyte Unyte,
48 assorted ells, 60 couplings, 18
assorted tees, 120 nipples, 12 as-
sorted couplings
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., 1 brass plug
Builders Iron Foundry, 2 6-in. sleeves
Richards & Co., 483 lbs. pig lead
Rochester Foundry & Machine Works,
153 lbs. castings
National Meter Co., 50 % meters and
connections
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on lead
and meters
Union Water Meter Co., 28 % S. & W.
cocks
Albert P. Covey, 1 1^4 Galv. B. T.
Union Water Meter Co., 24 % S. & W.
cocks 49 78
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on pipe
and fittings
Sumner & Dunbar, 6 % S. & W, cocks
George E. Gilchrist Co., 12 34 S. & W.
cocks and 36 couplings, 12 service
boxes
National Meter Co., 4 1-in. meters
Braman Dow & Co., 522 i/j ft. % gal-
vanized pipe 44 76
95
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Walter N. Morrison, 1 globe valve and
set screws, $ 2 85
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., 12 1-in. goose-
necks
Pittsburgh Meter Co., 1 li/2-in meter
Clarence E. Junkins, 1 sill cock and
soldering pipe
Sumner & Dunbar, 24 tees, 60 nip-
ples and 5 lbs. cotton waste
Pittsburgh Meter Co., 1 2-in. com-
pound meter
Union Water Meter Co., 33 % S. &
W. cocks
Gamon Meter Co., 1 % meter
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on pipe
Walter N. Morrison, 1 2-in. gate valve
and tee
Braman Dow & Co., 546 ft. % pipe
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on pipe
Crane Co., 500 ft. %-in. steel pipe
Harry R. Prescott, 16 lengths 6-in.
pipe
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on pipe
and fittings
George E. Gilchrist Co., 36 mall plugs,
24 mall caps
Frank E. Hussey, express
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., 100 goosenecks
complete 300 00
United Brass Mfg. Co., 12 % S. & W.
cocks 27 72
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on pipe 6 00
91
$ 12
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Lead Lined Iron Pipe Co., 60 ft. II/2 L
L. pipe and coupling
Sumner & Dunbar, 536 ft. % galvanized
W. L pipe
Union Water Meter Co., 53 % S. & W
cocks
Braman Dow & Co., 5 6-in. bends, 4
6-in. plugs, 1 6-in. tee, 2 6-in
sleeves
Union Water Meter Co., 1 square yard
packing
George E. Gilchrist Co., 36 bushings
and 2 cans joint cement
Albert P. Covey, 2 1-in. tees and 1
2-in. tee
Eddy Valve Co., 2 2-in. valves and 3
lbs. packing





Sarah A. Shorey, storing tools at East
Rochester $ 9 00
A. F. Bradley, li/> cords hard wood 14 50
Harold L. Bond Co., steam hose for
thawing machine 2 85
Albert P. Covey, labor and material
repairing pipe 3 24
Charles W. Bradley, deed of right of
way for pipe line 5 00
C. P. Rockwell Inc., parts for truck 2 12
Gulf Refining Co., 51 gallons auto oil 20 99
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on oil 1 26
J. H. Nute, filing saw 25
Alvin A. Pluff, 2 auto fasteners 20
Ayers & Jenkins, bolts, sledge and axe
handles 2 24
C. P. Rockwell Inc., U. J. assembly
front for truck 21 86
Woodward Wagner Co., 4 cold chisels,
1 5-ft. ante grapple, 12 8-in. hack
saw blades 8 12
Highway Dept., 1 14-lb. stone hammer 2 52
Fire Dept., 47 gallons gasoline 11 99
Phillips Garage, labor and material
on truck 10 03
Feineman Bros., 1 rubber hat 1 25
Albert P. Covey, 3 bushings, material
and labor on thawing machine and
soldering tank 1 52
Berry & Shorey, 2 sledge handles 1 05
Rochester Lumber Co., milling 15
Rochester Printing Co., printing IM
shipping tags ' 2 25
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Dennison Mfg. Co., IM shipping tags $ 2 54
W. S. Darley & Co., 1 needle for locat-
ing service boxes 14 70
Multiplex Mfg. Co., 6 automatic and
vacuum valves 56 06
Joseph Warren, P. M., advance pay-
ment on IM window^ envelopes and
200 2-cent stamps 6 28
Harold L. Bond Co., 1 steam boiler for
thawing machine outfit, plug and
strainer 22 11
Hauck Mfg. Co., burner w^ith valve
and union for thawing machine
Highway Dept., labor 2 men, 3 days
J. B. Callahan, making hydrant clamps
Standard Oil Co., 100 gallons kerosene
Walworth Mfg. Co., 1 chain wrench
Ayers & Jenkins, bolts, nuts and chis-
els
Ralph P. Corson, welding vise
Albert P. Covey, 1 5-gallon can and
repairs on thawing machine
Standard Oil Co., 85 gallons kerosene
Charles W. Varney, insurance pre-
mium on truck
Edson Mfg. Co., 6 screws for con-
necting arms on pump
Phillips Garage, labor and material
on truck
Frank E. Hussey, express paid
Charles W. Varney, liability insurance
on truck 55 00
38
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Ayers & Jenkins, emery cloth, oil can,
saw frames, pliers and shovels $ 11 00
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on pipe
and fittings 3 43
Phillips Garage, labor and material
on truck 22 61
J. B. Callahan, sharpening chisels and
picks
Albert P. Covey, 2 galvanized iron pails
Fred A. Houdlette & Son, 5 lengths
6-in. C. I. pipe and 4 sleeves
Fire Dept., 25 gallons gasoline
Eugene C. Foss Co., 6 batteries
L. C. Henderson, 1 brief case
The Bristol Co., 1 bottle ink and postage
Lothrops, Farnham Co., 2 pair Storm
King boots
Phillips Garage, 1 tire and 2 plugs
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., 1 pair
rubber mittens 3 19
Union Water Meter Co., 2 V/^-in. S.
& W. cocks 12 21
Edson Mfg. Co., 3 piston rings for
pump 2 03
Gonic Mfg. Co., 5 gallons gasoline 1 50
Feineman Bros., 2 oil coats and 1 hat 12 25
Joseph Warren, P. M., postage on IM
vv^indow envelopes 20 00
Ayers & Jenkins, lantern globes,
handles, bolts, etc. 6 78
3
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Twin State Gas & Electric Co., thaw-
ing main on Walnut St., 18 con-
nections, 500 Kilowatt ' hours,
charges and labor $ 185 57
J. B. Callahan, setting tires, repair-
ing truck and tools 14 20
George E. Gilchrist Co., 1 set I14 To-
ledo dies and 1 set screw
Fire Dept., 75 gallons gasoline
Berry & Shorey, 1 machinist hammer
Phillips Garage, 1 tire gauge and
labor
Olin H. Chase, chauffeur's license
Town of Strafford, taxes, 1920
Mulconray Co., 50 ft. %-in. flexible
metal garden hose and 1 pair rub-
ber boots
National Meter Co., 250 washers
Berry & Shorey, 12 machine bolts
Fire Dept., 54 gallons gasoline
Ayers & Jenkins, 1 roll friction tape
Rensselaer Valve Co., 2 6-in. gate valves
and 6 valve boxes
Luther Grinder Co., 1 Hummer grinder
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., 3 Stillson
wrenches, 2 monkey wrenches and 1
set cutter knives 12 82
Phillips Garage, 1 hand horn and labor
on radiator 8 25
Robert Blair, P. M., 200 2-cent stamps 4 00
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on cop-
per sulphite 1 04
1
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Walworth Mfg. Co., pump couplings
and valves $ 16 17
The Cronkhite Co., 450 lbs. copper
sulphite
Frank E. Hussey, express paid
Addressograph Co., plates
Studley Box & Lumber Co., 1 load but-
tings
Alvin A. Fluff, 4 auto fasteners
Sarah A. Shorey, storage of tools at
East Rochester
Fire Dept. 59 gallons gasoline
Eugene C. Foss Co., 2 batteries and 1
bulb
George E. Gilchrist Co., 1 set dies
Standard Oil Co., 1 60-gallon pump
tank
C. P. Rockwell Inc., parts for truck
Edson Mfg. Co., parts for pump
Old Colony Woolen Mills Co., 162 lbs.
old burlap
Town of Barrington, taxes, 1920
Ayers & Jenkins, batteries, bulbs and
emery cloth 1 94
John I. Rankin, auto hire, picking up
readings
F. H. Osgood, horse hire
Fire Dept., 92 gallons gasoline
The Ford Meter Box Co., 12 meter
holders
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Berry & Shorey, 1 piece lead $ 15
Ayers & Jenkins, 2 snaps and Y^ dozen
links 1 80
Alvin A. Fluff, 1/2 dozen auto fasteners 60
Hauck Mfg. Co., 6 strainers for thaw-
ing machine 98
Phillips' Garage, 5 hours labor and 2 qts.
oil 5 70
T. A. Perreault, labor and parts fur-
nished for truck 18 10
F. W. Fifield, printing on water bills 1 65
Gulf Refining Co., 49 gallons auto oil 28 57
J. Frank Ellis, steel tape, car fares,
incidentals, 8 33
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on oil, 1 83
Frank L. Trask, lantern wicks, 22
S. Swaine, receipting stamp, 4 00
Robert Blair, P. M., 500 postal cards, 5 00
Sarah Shorey, storage of tools at East
Rochester, 9 00
Ludlow Valve Co., 6 drip rubbers, 83
Atlas Powder Co., repairing blasting
machine and parts furnished, 7 23
Addressograph Co., 16 plates, 49
Rochester Printing Co., IM water cards
and 500 Meter R. cards, 19 50
Frank E. Hussey, express on blasting
machine, 93
Fire Dept., 52 gals, gasoline, 16 64
Robert Blair, P. M., 200 Ic stamps, 2 00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., 46 78
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lighting, 12 00
Salary Dept., clerical work, 600 00
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J. Frank Ellis, Supt., $1,392 30
Pay Rolls for labor, 2,660 42
Total expenditures, $6,944 33
INVESTMENT ACCOUNT
Paid Committee on Sinking Fund, $41,227 01
CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT
Paid Berry & Shorey, dynamite and explod-
ers used on Wentworth ave. ex-
tension, $ 17 18
Berry & Shorey, dynamite, exploders
and fuse, 22 15
Pay Rolls for labor, 556 49
Total expenditures, $ 595 82
INTEREST ACCOUNT
Paid John L. Copp, treasurer, $6,000 00
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RECEIPTS ON ACCOUNT OF PLUMBING, 1920
Received of:
Ralph Corson, meter connections, $ 50
N, Langelier, relaying water service, 8 90
Alexander Shields, meter connections
and fittings, 85
Sumner Wallace, Est., setting meter, 75
Hanscam & McDuffee, relaying water
service, 9 60
Cocheco Laundry, 2 bags mineral wool
and labor,
Joseph Pauquette, meter connections,
W. H. Kendall, meter connections,
Mrs. C. I. Garland, Est., setting meter,
Cocheco Laundry, connecting meter and
and fittings,
Adeline Thompson, Est,, meter connec-
tions,
Ernest Chalmers, relaying water ser-
vice,
Parks and Commons Dept., 1 i/4-in.
Jenkins Globe valve for East Roch-
ester fountain, 2 25
C. A. C. Hanson, shutting off and turn-
ing on water, 50
Asa Wyatt, connecting meter, 50
Joseph Warren, fittings, labor and
kerosene thawing out service, 16 09
Frank D. Stevens, meter connections, 50
George L. Winkley, 1 i^-in. Comp. cock, 1 50
Frank L. Kendall, fittings and labor
thawing service, 6 35
6
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Mrs. Elizabeth Hayes, 2 meter con-
nections and fittings,
Miss Sarah E. Greenfield, repairing
meter and labor on pipe,
Peter Gagne, meter connections and
fittings,
Esdras Martineau, 1 % S. & W. and
labor,
Thomas Robinson, labor and gasoline
thawing water pipes,
N. B. Shapleigh, 1 % gate S. & W. and
labor,
Strafford York Gas Co., use of thaw-
ing machine,
Martin Jones, meter connections,
Ira Lucas, 1 % S. & W. and labor,
J. Frank Reed, 1 % S. & W., fittings and
labor, 3 35
E. G. & E. Wallace, repairing broken
hydrant in yard, 3 50
Charles E. Quimby, removing meter, 50
Joseph Lessard, fittings and labor
thawing out service, 3 55
Mrs. Nellie McDuffee, fittings and labor
thawing service, 4 30
Henry Maxfield, 1 % S. & W. and labor, 3 25
Harry F. Howard, 8 ft., 6 in. Ii4-in.
pipe and meter connections, 3 37
Joseph Swaine, labor and fittings, re-
pairing frozen pipe, 4 60
George H. Springfield, thawing out
service, 1 00
Mrs. A. F. Bradley, use of power pump, 1 30
2
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Willis McDuffee, repairs for meter and
thawing water service, $ 1 90
Boston & Maine R. R., 10 gals, kero-
sene, use of thawing machine and
tools,
Mrs. Emma Poisson, setting meter,
George C. Palmer, relaying water ser-
vice,
Boston & Maine R. R., 10 gals, kero-
sene and use of thawing machine,
Joseph Costello, thawing out service
and fittings,
John Laverdiere, 1 % S. & W., labor
and fittings,
N. E. B. Morrill, relaying water ser-
vice,
Joseph Tourgeon, relaying water ser-
vice,
Harry F. Howard, 5 ft. Ii4-in. pipe
and labor,
S. D. Wentworth, setting meter,
Street Sprinkling Dept., turning on
stand pipes,
L. V. McGill, Est., setting meter,
W. A. Bickford, setting meter.
Miss Phoebe M. Ricker, new water ser-
vice, 7 20
W. H. Champlin, use of power pump
and labor, 9 33
H. I. Carpenter, new water service, 23 50
Thomas Lanoix, removing meter, 50
Alphonse Lanoix, fittings and labor thaw-
ing out service and setting meter, 4 35
6
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Rochester Lumber Co., resetting meter
and 1 1-in. S. & W. repairing pipe,
1 3/4 S. & W. and labor,
Gonic Mfg. Co., new water service,
Harriett Connell, 1 •'
j S. & W. and labor,
Hoibrook & Marshall, resetting meter,
Mrs. Sarah E. Sleeper, 1 3^ s. & W.
gate valve, fittings and labor,
Rochester Country Club, setting meters,
Harry G. Bickford, repairing frozen
meter, fittings and labor,
Harry Patterson, new water service.
Street Sprinkling Dept., 5 ft. 2-in.
pipe, fittings and labor on stand
pipe,
Willard H. Lowd, relaying water ser-
vice,
T. J. Hickey, Est., relaying water ser-
vice,
Joseph Perrault, relaying water ser-
vice,
Abe L. Davis, relaying water service,
Street Sprinkling Dept., repairing pipe
and service box,
Mrs. L. Helen Brock, relaying water
service.
Church of Unity, relaying water ser-
vice,
Gonic Mfg. Co., relaying water service,
George Laurendeau, relaying water
service, 8 26
14
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Rochester Cemetery Association, turn-
ing on water and setting meter
and repairs, $ 1 25
Felker Bros., relaying water service, 4 97
C. A. C. Hanson, repairing meter, 1 00
U. S. Post Office, labor and material on
pipe, 1 60
Charles E. Woodward, relaying water
service,
Will Martin, relaying water service,
A. G. Gelinas, relaying water service.
Parks & Commons Dept,, turning on
water at fountains, repairing and
painting same,
G. E. Greenfield, meter connections and
labor,
Henry L. Osborne, relaying water ser-
vice,
John J. Boivin, relaying water ser-
vice with 1-in. pipe,
R. C. Glidden, meter connections,
Harry F. Howard, relaying water ser-
vice, 13 75
B. Q, Bond, relaying water service
with 1-in. pipe, 33 35
G. H. Springfield, setting meter, 75
Gilbert F. Shaw, relaying water ser-
vice, 12 82
Hanscam & McDuffee, 6 ft. 1-in. pipe,
fittings and labor, 4 66
Donat Grondin, meter connections, 75
Robert Parry, setting meter, 75
George Leigh, new water service, 28 77
10
12
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Mrs. C. I. Garland, Est., 1 new meter
bottom and labor, $ 1 50
Sewerage Department, 650 lbs. C. I.
pipe,
Pierre Gagne, new water service,
Mrs. G. W. Furbush, relaying water
service,
Thomas Lanoix, repairing meter,
Cassidy & Co., relaying water ser-
vice,
Anna Buzzell, meter connections,
Fred Lyons, new water service,
Mary C. Duval, new water services,
Mrs. J. W. Varney, relaying water ser-
vice,
Watson & Hayes, relaying water ser-
vice,
Lillian J. Young, relaying water ser-
vice,
William H. Stevenson, 3 ft. 6 in. %
pipe, fittings and labor,
Mrs. Hannah Bradford, relaying water
service,
Albert P. Covey, 1 % S. and W.,
Freeman Corson, relaying water ser-
vice,
J. Levi Meader, new water service,
Felix Boivin, laying water service to
stable,




Cocheco Woolen Mfg. Co., new water
service and relaying water ser-
vices, $ 50 91
Narcisse Therrian, relaying water ser-
vice,
Emma Chesley, meter connections.
Dr. W. T. Lunt, relaying water ser-
vice,
Rev. C. S. Lacroix, setting and remov-
ing meter,
Mrs. Avis Morrill, relaying water ser-
vice,
George A. Matthews, new water ser-
vice,
P. H. Hartigan, Est., relaying water
service,
Stephen S. Jacobs, relaying water ser-
vice,
E. G. & E, Wallace, repairing joint
leak in yard,
Linscott, Tyler, Wilson Co., 9 ft. 9 in.
% pipe, fittings and labor,
B. R. and F. L. Young, meter con-
nections,
Mrs. Alice Grenier, meter connec-
tions,
A. H. Linscott, 175 ft. 10 in. % pipe,
fittmgs and labor connecting ga-
rage, 66 17
John C. Fernald, relaying water ser-
vice, 29 55
Ezra Shorey, relaying water service, 16 25
7
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Mrs. McHughes, repairs for meter
and labor, $ 1 80
F. W. Baptist Society, relaying water
service, 9 37
John I. Rankin, relaying water ser-
vice, 51 07
Street Sprinkling Dept., shutting off
stand pipes, 5 00
Parks & Commons Dept., shutting off
and cleaning fountains, 4 75
H. C. Walker, relaying water service, 8 74
Mrs. Laura F. Martin, relaying water
service, 18 05
Miss Phoebe M. Ricker, 1 % Empire
meter,
Ernest Carter, relaying water service,
Mrs. Sophia Varney, relaying water
service,
G. L. Winkley, 1 •% S. and W. and labor,
Miss Lucy L Roberts, relaying water
service,
M. E. Church, 19 ft. 5 in. second hand
pipe, fittings and labor.
Conic Mfg. Co., 1 6-in. plug, lead and
labor.
Conic Mfg. Co., new tap for water ser-
vice,
Mrs. A. F. Bradley, relaying water ser-
vice,
J. Spaulding & Sons Co., 1 % S. and
W.,
George L. Lanoix, new water service,




Frank E. Hussey, relaying water ser-
vice,
Will Crennan, relaying water service,
Mrs. Frank Kendall, resetting meter,
Street Sprinkling Dept., fittings and
labor repairing leaking stand pipes,
Rochester Lumber Co., 1 % Tee and
labor,
Mrs. Alice F. Bradley, new water ser-
vice,
Hartley L. Wormwood, relaying water
service,
Charles Page, 3 ft. 6 in. % pipe, fit-
tings and labor,
William Blair, fittings and labor,
C. A. Davis, relaying water service.
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., laying
conduit pipe,
C. A. C. Hanson, new water service,
School Dept., shutting off and turning
on water, 50
Henry S. Mason, relaying water ser-
vice,
Mrs. John Hanscam, setting meter,
Strafford Co. Grain Co., relaying water
service,
F. M. Southard, 1 % S. and W. and
labor,
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RECEIPTS ON ACCOUNT MISCELLANEOUS
WATER
Received of:
J. Frank Ellis, 393 ft. 1 in. old pipe, $ 5 89
Cecil Shaw, 18 ft. old pipe, 18
E. H. Corson, turning on water, 50
E. H. Corson, old pipe, 16
Thomas Blake, turning on water, 50
E. G. & E. Wallace Shoe Co., 1 man
2 hours, 80
Mrs. Lillian Babb, turning on water, 50
Mrs. Lillian Babb, old pipe, 45
Cecil C. Shaw, labor 2 men, 3 00
J. Frank Ellis, kerosene, 85
George T. McDuffee, turning on water, 50
L. E. Goodwin, thawing water service, 1 00
Geo. W. Blaisdell, Est., thawing water
service, 75
Lord & Allen, thawing water service, 1 50
Joseph Lessard, thawing water ser-
vice, 75
Frank R. Folsom, thawing water ser-
vice, 50
Mrs. Nellie McDuffee, shovelling snow
from garage, 40
Miss Annie Wallace, turning on water, 50
Mrs. Thomas Bilodeau, turning on
water, 50
Mrs. J. P. Jones, thawing water ser-
vice, 1 00
J. Frank Ellis, 5 gals, kerosene, 95
Mrs. L. B. Willey, turning on water, 50
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Dr. R, V, Sweet, old pick and handle, $ 50
Leopold Larose, 16 gals, kerosene, use
of machine and labor, 9 22
Highway Dept., 11 gals, kerosene and
use of thawing machine, 2 09
C. D. Colman, turning on water, 50
Church of Unity, turning on water, 60
Elisha Shapleigh, labor on frozen meter, 1 50
C. F. Trask Mfg. Co., turning on
water, 3 times, 1 50
Dr. A. C. Foster, turning on water, 50
Henry Wood, turning on water, 50
William F. Haley, turning on water, 50
James C. Bodge, 69 ft. IVo-in. black
pipe, 2 07
C. D. Colman, turning on water, 50
D. O. Morin, thawing water service, 75
J. Frank Ellis, 5 gals, kerosene, 95
A. F. Bradley, turning on water, 50
C. F. Trask Mfg. Co., 28 ft. old pipe, 28
Lord & Allen, turning on water, • 50
A. H. Linscott, turning on water, 50
J. Frank Ellis, 5 gals, auto oil, 2 15
J, Frank Ellis, copper sulphite sold, 30
Rochester Hide & Tallow Co., turning
on water, 50
Adelard Lachance, thawing water ser-
vice, 1 00
Old pipe sold, 95
Harry Howard, grass at reservoir, 5 00
Arthur Home, use of pump, 2 94
Mrs. C. L Garland, Est., thawing
water service, 1 00
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Lord & Allen, water used at Spaulding
house, $ 6 00
Lord & Allen, kerosene and gasoline
sold, 1 18
Church of Unity, turning on water, 50
Peter Gagne, use of pump, labor and
trucking, 4 50
Mrs. Alice F. Bradley, use of pump
and labor,
Police Dept., 5 gals, kerosene,
Waquoit Club, turning on water,
Frank Ellis, 5 gals, motor oil and 5
gals, kerosene,
C. S. Meserve, 20 ft. old pipe,
Rochester Foundry & Machine Works,
testing boilers,
John Colomy, turning on water.
Old pipe sold,
Mrs. Alice F. Bradley, use of pump
and labor,
Total miscellaneous receipts,
Received for interest on muncipal bonds to
Jan. 1, 1920,
Received for interest on municipal bonds to
July 1, 1920,
Received for Series 1920 municipal bonds
matured.




SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
OF WATER WORKS, 1920
RECEIPTS
1920 water rates collected,
1920 additional rates collected,
1919 water rates collected,
1919 additional- rates collected,
Previous rates collected,
Plumbing bills collected.
Previous plumbing bills collected,
Miscellaneous bills collected,
Interest on sinking fund.
Interest on municipal bonds,
Municipal bonds matured.
Cash on hand (uninvested), Jan. 1, 1920,
EXPENDITURES
Plumbing account, $4,414 46
Maintenance account, 6,944 33
Construction account, 595 82
Interest on water bonds, 6,000 00
Invested proceeds of municipal
bonds and earnings, 41,227 01
$59,181 62
$16,203
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ASSETS OF WATER WORKS JAN. 1, 1921
Municipal bonds, $42,000 00
Investment of sinking fund, 81,500 00
Cash on hand (uninvested Jan. 1, 1920), 781 85
$124,281 85
Clerk of the Water Board
In Account with Rochester Water Works
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1920,
1920 water rates collected,
1920 additional rates collected,
1919 water rates collected,
1919 additional rates collected.
Previous rates collected,
Plumbing bills collected.
Previous plumbing bills collected,
Miscellaneous bills collected.
Interest on sinking fund,
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WATER BOND ACCOUNT
Paid Committee on sinking fund for in-
vestment securities purchased, $41,227 01
INTEREST ON WATER BONDS
Paid John L. Copp, treasurer, interest to
June 1, 1920, $3,000 00
John L. Copp, treasurer, interest to
Dec. 1, 1920, 3,000 00
$6,000 00
SINKING FUND
Report of Committee on Sinking Fund Securities Held
January 1, 1920
Bonds of :
City of Loraine, Ohio, 5's, (Due Sept.
15, 1921), $2,000 00
Village of Essex Junct., Vt., 4's, (Due
July 1, 1922), 1,500 00
Seattle School Dist. No. 1, King's
County, Washington 4's, (Due
March 22, 1922), 5,000 00
U. S. Victory Loan, (Due May 20,
1923), 5,000 00




City of Portland, Me., ^Yo's, (Due July
1, 1922), 1,000 00
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City of Lorain, Ohio, 5's, (Due
March 10, 1922), $1,000 00
Clifford Park, N. J., 5's, (Due Jan. 1,
1922), 2,000 00
Province of Ontario, 5's, (Due May 28,
1922), 20,000 00
City of Rochester, N. H., 4's, (Due Jan.
1, 1924), 1,000 00
City of Woonsocket, R. I., 5's, (Due
Mar. 19, 1922), 1,000 00
Municipal bonds, (due 1920, 1921,
1922, 1923), 56,000 00
$96,000 00
Securities Held January 1, 1921
Bonds of:
City of Lorain, Ohio 5's, (Due
Sept. 15, 1921), $2,000 00
Village of Essex Junct., Vt., 4's, (Due
July 1, 1921), 1,500 00
Seattle School Dist., 4's, (Due March
22, 1922). 5,000 00
U. S. Victory Bonds, 4%'s, (Due May
20, 1923), 5,000 00
City of Wilkesbarre, Pa., 4V2's, (April
1, 1922), 500 00
City of Portland, Me., 3i/_)'s, (Due
July 1, 1922), 1,000 00
City of Saginaw, Mich., SVo's, (Due
March 10, 1922), 1,000 00
Clifford Park, N. J., School Dist., 5's,
(Due Jan. 1, 1922), 2,000 00
Province of Ontario, 5's, (Due May 28,
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1922), $25,000 00
City Hall Bonds, Rochester, 4's, (Due
Jan. 1, 1921), 1,000 00
City Hall Bonds, Rochester, 4's, (Due
Jan. 1, 1924), 1,000 00
Refunding Bonds, Rochester, 4's, (Due
July 1, 1925), 1,000 00
City of Woonsocket, R. I., 5's, (Due
March 19, 1922), 1,000 00
Jefferson County, Ind., 4's, (Due Feb.
15, 1922), 2,000 00
City of Brockton, Mass., 4's, (Due
May 1, 1922), 4,000 00
Town of Derry, N. H., 5's. (Due April
1, 1921), 2,000 00
Town of Derry, N. H., 5's, (Due April
1. 1922), 2,500 00
City of Manchester, N. H., 4's, (Due
Aug. 1, 1921), 2,000 00
City of Manchester, N. H., 4's, (Due
May 1, 1922), 5,000 00
City of Manchester, N. H., 4's, (Due
May 1, 1922), 14,000 00
City of Portsmouth, N. H., 5's, (Due
June 1, 1923), 3,000 00
Refunding Bonds, City of Rochester,






Committee on Sinking Fund.
Report of Superintendent of Water
Department
For the Year Ending December 31, 1920
To the Committee on Water Works:
Gentlemen :—The twenty-ninth annual report of
this department is herewith submitted
:
Source of supply during the year: Round Pond,
Jan. 1st to Jan. 31, and Oct. 12, to Dec. 31. Reservoir,
Dec. 31, to Oct. 12.
The supply and quality has been good as reports
from the state chemist will testify.
Water is now looked upon as food and one cannot
be too careful as to the source of supply.
Samples are sent to the state chemist from time to
time and also field surveys will be made by a member
of the Federal Board of Health.
The winter of 1920 was very severe to water pipes,
and in addition to a large number of services frozen
we had two six-inch mains frozen, one at Walnut Hill
and the other at Washington street. The soil being
gravel allows the frost to penetrate to a great depth.
These mains should be lowered the coming season.
Construction is as follows
:
Wentworth Ave., off Portland St., 1-inch
Galv. W. I. pipe, 820 ft. 7 in.
Grove St., Gonic, 1-in. Galv. W. I. pipe, 269 ft. 6 in.
Chestnut Hill road, 1-in. Galv. W. I. pipe, 127 ft. 4 in.
Total, 1,217 ft. 5 in.
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Total laid to date, 34 miles, 420 ft.
No hydrants have been installed this year.
Hydrants repaired, 3
Hydrants to date, 186
New meters installed, 54
78 percent, of all services are now metered.
The following table gives size, make and number of
meters in use in the city.
MAKE
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Leaks in service pipes, 16
Number of feet of service pipe laid during the year:
•Vi,-inch, 3,486 feet,
1-inch, 629 feet, 9 inches
An inventory of tools and stock in this department
is on file in the City Clerk's office.
To the Water Committee, Mayor and Honorable
Council, I wish to extend my thanks for the assistance




Report of Superintendent of Sewers
For the Year Ending December 31, 1920
To the Committee on Sewers:
Gentlemen :—The annual report of the Sewer De-
partment is herewith submitted
:
Number of permits issued to do plumbing, 38
Connections put in during the year, 27
Connections discontinued, 3
Connections to date, 1,391
Connections cleaned during the year, 20
We have cleaned main sewers of various obstruc-
tions at Summer street. East Rochester; Leonard,
Washington and Summer streets, city.
An inventory of material and tools in this depart-





Chief Engineer of Fire Department
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
In rendering my report of the Fire Department for
the year ending December 31, 1920, I would state that
we have been very fortunate in not having many se-
rious fires, but we may not always be as fortunate,
therefore it stands us in hand to be prepared for what-
ever emergency may arise by having up-to-date equip-
ment.
There have been twelve bell alarms, eighty-four still
alarms, mostly chimney fires, fourteen brush and for-
est fires ; one bell alarm, six still alarms at East Roch-
ester; three bell alrms and twenty-four still alarms at
Gonic; making a total of one hundred and forty-four
alarms for the year.
The amount of property involved is as follows
:
Value of buildings, $51,300 00
Insurance on same, 35,700 00
Losses paid, 1,863 16
Value of contents, 25,649 14
Insurance on same, 8,650 00
Losses paid, 1,576 50
The amount of property involved in fires outside the
hydrant service is as follows
:
Value of buildings, $ 700 00

,,l^
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Insurance on same, $1,900 00
Losses paid, 1,900 00
Value of contents, 1,600 00
Insurance on same, 250 00
Losses paid, 250 00
There was one other fire that we have not reported
as those involved were unable to give us the necessary
information.
The motor truck has responded to one hundred
thirty-six alarms this year. Fifteen of these fires
have been where some part of the building was afire
and could be put out by the use of chemicals, thus sav-
ing water damages.
I would recommend that the city purchase a triple
combination pumping engine, chemical engine and hose
car. The city has the water but not the pressure to
fight a large fire.
One of the most important parts is your fire alarm
system, and I would recommend that the City put in
a new system. The old wire is in a dangerous condi-
tion and if not a new system, I would advise that the
old wire be replaced with new. I think this matter
should have your consideration.
In behalf of the Fire Department, I will take this
opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all those
who have been so kind and have given to the depart-
ment to show that they appreciate their good work.
In behalf of the Board of Engineers, I will take this
opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all the offi-
cers and members of the Fire Department for the
promptness with which they have discharged their du-
ties during the past year.
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In conclusion we wish to extend our thanks to the
Mayor and City Council for installing the heating sys-
tem in the Central Fire Station.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN F. NUTE,
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department.
ROCHESTER FIRE ALARM
16 North Main street, corner Bridge street,
17 Main street, corner Congress street.
21 River street, corner Lafayette street.
23 Waldron avenue, corner Chestnut street.
24 Pine street, corner Brattle street.
25 North Main street, near Rochester Grocery Co.'s
store.
27 North Main street, opposite North street.
31 Wakefield street, near schoolhouse.
32 Upper Wakefield street, between Pleasant and
Orchard streets.
33 Hanson street, near the Rochester hotel.
34 Summer street, near stone house.
35 Portland street, near Gerrish court.
36 King street, corner Court street.
37 Foot of Silver street.
41 South Main street, near Wallace's shop.
43 Upham street, near Lincoln street.
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47 Foot of Charles street, near electric car barn.
52 Charles street, corner May street.
54 Charles street, corner Woodman street.
SIGNALS
1 Engineer's test.
2 Fire all out.
6 Brush fire or fire at a distance.
22-22 Two blasts on the fire alarm repeated once will
be the signal for no school.
Telephone service for calling the Chief En-





North Main street, 9
South Main street, 6
Wakefield street, 6





Myrtle street, corner Congress 1
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Liberty street, corner Charles,
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Leonard street, corner Harrison avenue, 1
Hanson street, 2
Central avenue, 1
Heaton street, corner Winter street, 1
Silver street, corner Winter street, 1
Silver street at Studley mill, 1
Studley's mill yard, 1





McKinley street, corner Portland street, 1




Linden street, corner South Main street, 1
Academy street, 1
Knight street, 1
llpham street, corner May street, 1
May street, corner Charles street, 1
Lincoln street, corner Upham street, 1
Lincoln street, 1
Common street, 1
Hancock street, corner Upham, 1
Blake street, corner Hancock, 1
Hancock street, corner Lowell, 1
Hancock street, 2
Osborne street, 1
No. Main street, Spaulding's mill, 1
No. Main street, Old Colony Woolen mill, 2



















Report of City Marshal
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen :—I herewith submit the annual report
of the Police Department for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1920.
The police for 1921 consists of the following officers:
William S. Davis, city marshal; Frank H. Boston, as-
sistant marshal ; Willis J. Pennell, night watch ; Fred-
erick A. Hamilton, policeman at Gonic; Leon Blais-




Employing minors unlawfully, 2
Fishing unlawfully, 2
Having liquor in possession, 2
Stealing, 1
Keeping minors from school, 1
Trespassing, 1
Street walker, 1
Fishing without license, 1
Bastardy, 1
Operating auto truck without registration, 1
Did permit minors to remain in pool room, 6
DISPOSED OF AS FOLLOWS:
Paid fines and costs, 63




Placed on file, 3
Paid costs, 4
Serve 6 months at House of Correction, 1
Serve 60 days at House of Correction, 1
Serve 30 days at House of Correction, 1
Paid fine of $50.00 and 30 days in jail, 1
Ordered to pay family $8.00 a week, 1
Sentenced to jail for 60 days, 1
103
103
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Cases appealed, 14
Lodgers, 286




Note. Police telephone boxes are located at two
places as follows
:
Central Square, near Dodge Block.
Boston & Maine Station.
The Police Department telephone call is 107-4. The
Citv Marshal's Residence call is 409-11.
Report of Board of Health
To the Honorable Mayor and the City Council of the
City of Rochester:
We herewith submit our report for the year ending
December 31, 1920.
Number of contagious or infectious diseases reported
:
Measles,
Report of Overseer of Poor
To the Honorable Mayoy
Report of City Solicitor
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
Gentlemen :—At the close of the fiscal year 1919
there was pending against the City of Roch-
ester an action in the Superior Court in favor
of Edith J. Chase for injuries arising, as
she . claimed, from defective condition of the
Central Square, in which we had entered our
appearance, and filed a motion to dismiss on technical
grounds. During the February Term, 1920, a hear-
ing was had and our motion was granted, and this
action was dismissed without cost to the city.
There was also pending against the city a suit by the
Independent Coal Tar Company brought to recover
the sum of about thirteen hundred dollars, arising
from the breach of the contract as they claimed made
by the Highway Department of the State of New
Hampshire, for reconstruction of the State Highway
over Rochester Hill, which has been disposed of by the
State by the payment of two hundred dollars, one hun-
dred of which was paid by the City of Rochester, as
required by law.
This disposed of all claims then pending against the
city, and it is with a good deal of satisfaction to be
able to report that the Mayor and City officials have
so conducted the affairs that no suits have been
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brought against the City during this year, and there
are now no claims or suits of which I have knowledge





STREET LIGHTS, DECEMBER 31, 1920
ROCHESTER
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Hancock street,
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GONIC





At a meeting of the Trustees of the Rochester Pub-
lic Library, December 31, 1920, it was voted that the
report of the Secretary, Librarian and Treasurer be
presented to the City Council as the annual report of
the Trustees for the year 1920.
Rochester Public Library, 1920
TRUSTEES
James B. Young, ex-officio




























Report of Library Trustees
To the Honorable Mayor and City Comicil:
Gentlemen:—The trustees of the Rochester Public
Library, as required by the city ordinance, submit the
twenty-seventh annual report of the trustees, also the
librarian's and treasurer's report, for the year ending
December 31, 1920.
It is with much satisfaction that the trustees submit
to the council this annual report which indicates the
intention to live within our means. With the increased
appropriation, the ever increasing cost of materials, of
books and periodicals and of maintenance have more
than kept pace. The budget prepared has been kept in
view but in some instances the amounts have been ex-
ceeded, necessitating rigid curtailment in others.
Someone has said that ''the royal road to culture is
through a well stocked library," we would have been
glad to spend more money for books but our appropri-
ation was not sufficient to meet the increased expense.
Many public libraries have endowments, or bequests
of money, the interest being sufficient to purchase
books for the library. The only bequests this library
has received is the $1,000, of the Jennie Farrington
annex fund, the interest of which is used for the pur-
chase of juvenile books, and the Olive Maria Wood-
ward fund of $100. In some libraries the donors
specify the particular class of books which they desire
to have purchased with the income of their bequest,
others give for general purposes.
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We appeal to our citizens for a fund sufficient to
purchase good reading and reference books.
We would also call the attention of the council to
the condition of the slate on the roof of the library
building. Repairs have been made repeatedly. Slat-
ers say that the slates are of such poor quality that
they do not care to go on the roof as they break and
crack more than they repair. In the lecture room the
plaster has already dropped from the ceiling caused by
a leak in the roof.
The building is the property of the city and should
be cared for. The year has been a busy one, the cir-
culation has increased and many new features have
been introduced by the librarian. For further in-
formation in regard to the work of the library we
would refer you to the librarian's report.
The trustees are gratified at the increase in circula-
tion and attendance and wish to express their appre-
ciation of the attention shown the patrons of the li-







The trustees would respectfully, after careful con-






To the Trustees of the Rochester Public Library:
Gentlemen :—I herewith present to you a report of
the library for the year 1920.
THE GROWTH
The year opened with an accumulation of work left
over from the busy year of 1919 and with many new
issues which were waiting to be tried out. The in-
creased appropriation and the corresponding increase
in salaries gave new courage to the entire staff. The
consciousness of appreciation as shown by the stronger
backing by the city not only created a greater impetus
but gave more respect for the work.
Library work as you know does not consist of the
mere buying and giving out of books but these two
issues form a pivotal point on which the entire library
idea turns.
We must then not only provide books but must have
a competent staff who will, by every known and un-
known method, not only interest the people in the
library but convince each individual that a general
use of books is not only a pastime but makes for a bet-
ter and more intelligent citizenship.
During this year 533 books have been purchased at
an expense of $738.61, an average cost of $1.40 per
volume ; 409 volumes have been added by the binding
of magazines and by gift; 10 volumes have been lost
or destroyed by patrons and 37 volumes discarded be-
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cause worn out ; making a net gain for the year of 895
volumes and the number in the library at this date
21,772.
THE USE
A record has never been kept of books or periodicals
used in the rooms but 21,914 people have been counted
as using the library for reading or study during the
338 days of the year and to the 9,036 residents of
Rochester 66,772 books have been given out. An
average of 714 volumes per person. The library should
do better than this. Can it not in some way reach and
convince each adult that there is a share in these great
resources waiting for him.
The available resources of the library are books,





; pamphlets ; documents ; catalogues ; indexes
aids; and guides to point a quick way to information
and knowledge if one understands them. With the
limited book allowance it has always been necessary
to buy along the line of the greatest demand. Those
who best know the library are fully aware of its great
lack along special lines and although it is a library
slogan, "to provide something no matter how brief to
satisfy each demand" it is often impossible to furnish
the latest information on a subject or to provide some
late book about which the critics are talking.
Possibly it would be wise to take a census of the
readers as to the advisability of adding a pay collec-
tion of popular fiction as so many of the libraries all
over the country are doing. This would release quite
a portion of the book allowance.
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THE CHILDREN'S ROOM
The children's room has had strong rivals in the
"moving pictures" and the play ground. But there
have always been certain hours of the day and some
months of the year, when the room comes back to its
own place in the minds of the children and they again
come in swarms, restless but interested. A decrease
of 1,432 is shown in the figures of circulation and an
increase of 1,411 in the number of readers. The cir-
culation for the year being 18,586, and the entire num-
ber of readers 11,296.
A great effort has been made this year to get into
closer touch with the children and to bring the children
into more intimate relations with the library. Dur-
ing the summer a vacation reading contest was carried
on in a small way ; 22 children participated in this and
read a total of 328 selected books. All but four of the
number reading six or more from the list and winning
the certificates offered. The contest ended in a very
interesting afternoon when the certificates, decorated
with gold seals and a gold star for each good book read
in addition to the six required, were awarded to the
successful contestants. In the absence of the mayor,
Mr. John Young, the secretary, took charge of the pro-
gram which consisted of interesting talks by Mr. Sid-
ney Hayes of the Board of Trustees, and Mr. Smith,
the superintendent of schools, also several recitations
by Miss Katherine Wallingford of East Rochester.
Prizes which were offered to the boy or girl reading
the largest number of good books during the summer
were awarded to Donald Tripp who read 73 books from
the list and to Ronald Geddis who read 72.
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During children's book week in November the li-
brary was given over to the children. On Monday
blanks were distributed among the 1,500 grade and
parochial school pupils asking if they used the library
to name some book which they had read and liked ; why
they liked it and to make a list of three books which
they thought should be added to the library. 776 re-
plies were sent in. Each day during the week a spec-
ial program was carried out, beginning Monday with
an interesting talk by Mr. Charles Jenness of the Roch-
ester Courier, on "How books are made," and contin-
uing through the week with talks and stories by the
librarian, and Mrs. McClelland and Miss Baril of the
library staff, until the final afternoon when Mrs. Dor-
othy Kendall Bodge entertained the children with
charmingly told stories. Throughout the entire week
a book guessing contest was carried on under the di-
rection of Miss Foss, the children's librarian, assisted
by Miss Walker and Alfred Young. Each book pic-
tured in the contest represented one of those on exhi-
bition. This aroused a great deal of enthusiasm and
created much interest in the books themselves many of
the children making out lists of those which they
wanted to read.
In addition to these special programs each Friday
afternoon during the winter is considered a special
day for the children and they are entertained by
stories or contests of an educational nature. It is
hoped by these various ways to create a greater
interest in worth while books.
THE BRANCH LIBRARIES
The agencies at Gonic and East Rochester and the
deposit station at Walnut Grove have each come in
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for time and attention from the main library. The
work at these agencies has been carried on with the
same method and interest on the part of those in
charge. A shght decrease is noted at each. Gonic
reports a circulation of 1,886 with a decrease of 396
from last year ; 636 readers have patronized the rooms.
East Rochester shows a circulation of 1,643, a decrease
of 306; while Miss Allen at Walnut Grove has given
out 277 books, 16 less than last year.
THE GIFTS
One of the important gifts of the year is the por-
trait of Mr. J. Edgar McDuffee which was presented
to the library by his brother, Mr. Willis McDuffee. Mr.
McDuffee's influence and interest as an organizing
trustee will be long remembered by those who had any-
thing to do with the library during its early years.
Through the efforts of the Hon. S. D. Felker, the ac-
count book. Bibles and an old chair, belonging to Par-
son Main have come into the possession of the library.
Mr, and Mrs. Felker also gave a collection of 68 books.
The Rochester Grange gave thirteen agricultural books
and the Rochester Woman's Club gave a subscription
to the New York Times daily and Sunday issues. Mrs.
Alice M. Whitney gave 96 volumes from the well se-
lected library of the late F. E. Whitney, M. D., also a
picture of early Rochester and an old time dress which
is to be placed on exhibition. Mrs. Eva Stone Adams,
at one time an assistant at the library, gave 26 inter-
esting numbers from her musical library. You will
notice in the list of donors many other gifts of interest.
The volumes given by Arvin and Vinal Gunnison, Rich-
ard McDuffee and Alfred Young are of special interest
to the young people.
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THE SOCIAL WORK
The library has not only responded to the needs of
the community and the demands of co-workers in
other communities but has willingly opened its doors
for all non-partisan and non-sectarian gatherings
whenever asked. Twice the library has entertained
classes from the evening school and in June an inter-
esting meeting of the librarians and trustees of this
district was held at the library. It has assisted in the
preparation of programs for clubs and societies ; helped
to furnish material for themes, talks, papers, debates
and sermons. It has borrowed books for patrons,
from Boston, Manchester and the state library and has
loaned books to Barrington, Strafford, Milton, Wake-
field, Sanbornville, Durham, Farmington, Lebanon,
Leighton's Corner and Hanover.
THE ROUTINE WORK
The routine work of the library has gone on with the
same system as heretofore. The 66,772 books which
have been given out have been kept track of while out,
sent after if not returned, repaired if torn and cleaned
if soiled, fines and damages collected when necessary;
the demands of patrons looked after and even antici-
pated; the large number of students assisted; periodi-
cals, pamphlets and gifts credited and placed on file;
magazines bound ; 942 books looked over and prepared
for circulation; pictures mounted, listed and boxed;
disturbances quelled; misunderstandings adjusted;
questions answered ; accounts kept ; reports made
;
notes prepared for the press ; letters answered ; and, as
close touch kept with the library world as possible that
this library might keep pace with the times as far forth
as it was able.
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In all the work of the year the librarian has had the
incentive of the interest and support of the trustees
and the faithful co-operation of a splendid corps of
assistants without whose cheerful and intelligent ser-
vice the work of the year could not have been carried
out.
The librarian wishes at this time to thank the pa-
trons, the assistants and the trustees for their en-
couragement and all who by kind words of appreciation
have shown their gratitude for services rendered. She
would also again express to Mrs. Albert Wallace the
grateful thanks of the entire library staff as well as
the patrons of the library for the plants and the beau-








Increase by purchase, " 533
Increase by gift, 349
Increase by binding magazines, 60
Total increase, 942
Number of volumes withdrawn, 37
Number of volumes lost or injured, 10
Total loss, 47
Net gain for the year, 895
Number of volumes in the library, January 1,
1920, 20,877
Number of volumes in library, December 31,
1920, 21,772
Books Purchased
Number of volumes purchased from the gen-
eral fund, 495
Number of volumes purchased from Jennie
Farrington fund, 38
Total number purchased, 533
Periodicals
Number subscribed for, 66
Number of periodicals donated, 18
Circulation
Number of days open for circulation, 338
Number of books given out, 66,772
Largest number given out any one day, 644
Smallest number, 37
Number of volumes given to teachers for school
work, 670
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Number of pamphlets, unbound magazines and
pictures circulated, 3,603
Number of so-called standard fiction circu-
lated, 3,194
Number of volumes sent to agencies, 2,104
Increase in circulation over last year, 544
Registrations
Population of Rochester, Federal estimate of
1916, 9,037
New borrowers registering during the year, 387
Total registration, 8,517
Children's Room
Number of days open, 338
Circulation for home use, 18,586
Largest number of books given out any one
day, 197
Smallest number, 8
Decrease from last year, 1,433
Number of readers in children's room, 11,296
Largest attendance any one day, 309
Smallest attendance, 1
Increase over last year, 1,411
Agencies
Number of books sent to Gonic, 1,105
Number of days open for circulation, 100
Number of volumes given out for home use, 1,886
Decrease from last year, 142
New registrations, 24
Number of readers in room, 636
Number of books sent to East Rochester, 813
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Number of days open to the public, 94
Number of books given out for home use, 1,643
Decrease from last year, 306
New registrations, 39
Number of books sent to Walnut Grove, 186
Number given out for home use, 277
Reading and Reference Room
Number of readers during the year, 21,914
Number of students requiring assistance, 2,614
Largest number counted any one day, 164
Increase in attendance in rooms over last year, 3,315
Miscellaneous
Number of books classified, catalogued and
accessioned, 942
Number of volumes rebound, 697
Number of volumes repaired at library, 7,501
Number of periodicals and pamphlets filed, 503
Number of reserve postals sent, 716
Number of gatherings in building, 16
Number of visitors for inspection of museum
and library, 261
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Packard, Winthrop, 1
Percival, Mrs. C. H., 1 no.
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., 1
Philippine Press Bureau, 1
Public Ownership League of
America, 1
Publishers :
American Issue, 50 nos.
American Railroads, 8 nos.
American Red Cross, New England, 15 nos.
Christian Register, 19 nos.
Christian Science Journal, 6 nos.
Christian Science Monitor, 297 nos.
Christian Science Sentinel, 28 nos.
Dearborn Independent, 44 nos.
Evening Post, 3 nos.
Foster's Daily Democrat, 228 nos.
Illustrated Review, 10 nos.
Inter-church Bulletin, 9 nos.
Mexican Review, 3 nos.
Mother and Child, 4 nos.
New Hampshire Issue, 12 nos.
Palmer Penmanship Pointers, 3 nos.
People's Christian Bulletin, 2 nos.
Polytechnic, 7 nos.
Protectionist, 11 nos.
Rochester Courier, 52 nos.
Telephone Topics, 12 nos.
World Outlook, 12 nos.
World's Crisis, 48 nos.
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FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1920
Amount of money on hand January 1, 1920,
Received from out of town patrons,
Received from fines and all other sources,
library and agencies,
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I have examined the receipts and expenditures of
the financial reports of the librarian, Lillian E. Parsh-
ley, and the treasurer, John L. Copp. I find them cor-
rectly cast and properly vouched.
JOHN YOUNG,
Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
Rochester, N. H., December 31, 1920.
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STATISTICS FOR 1920 IN THE FORM SUG-




Balance at the beginning of the year, $ 7 53
City appropriation, 6,000 00
Income from endowment funds, 40 00
Fines and other sources, 220 00
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Number of volumes added by purchase, 533
Number of volumes added by gift, 349
Number of volumes of magazines added by
binding, 60
Total, 21,819
Total number of volumes lost or discarded, 47
Total number of volumes owned at end of
year, 21,772
Num.ber of magazines and newspapers cur-
rently received, 87
Number of pictures for lending, 1,850
SERVICE
Number of volumes of non-fiction lent, 6,034
Number of juvenile books lent, 18,834
Number of volumes of fiction lent, 37,872
Number of magazines lent, 4,046
Total circulation for current year, 66,776
Total number of new borrowers added dur-
ing the year, 387
Total number of borrowers who have reg-
istered, 8,517




School Board of the City of Rochester
NEW HAMPSHIRE
For the year ending Dec. 31, J920
At the regular monthly meeting of the School Board of Roch-
ester, February 10, 1921, the annual report of the Superintendent
of Schools was accepted and ordered printed as the report of




Rochester, N. H., February 11, 1921.
School Board; City of Rochester
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Finance—Mayor, Cooper, Grant.
Teachers and Salaries—Hartley, Sweet, Jenness, Wil-
son, Came.
Studies and Textbooks—Cooper, Hartley, Neal.
Schoolhouses and Grounds—Wilson, Dustin, Hersom.
Printing and Supplies—Neal, Pringle, Came.
Transportation—Jenness, Sanfacon, Hersom.
School Attendance—Grant, Pringle, Dustin.
School Board, City of Rochester
AS ORGANIZED FOR 1921
CHAIRMAN
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Finance—Kimball, Grant, Neal.
Teachers and Salaries—Came, Dustin, Wilson, Dow,
Wallace.
Studies and Textbooks—Dow, Came, Wallace.
Schoolhouses and Grounds—Wilson, Dustin, Grant.
Printing and Supplies—Neal, Sanfacon, Sampson.
Transportation—Jenness, Sanfacon, Sampson.
School Attendance—Pringle, Bergeron, Jenness.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND SECRE-
TARY OF THE BOARD
Alfred Warren Smith
Office at High School building. Office hour: 4.00 to
5.00 P. M., on school days. Residence, 65 Congress
Street.
SECRETARY TO THE SUPERINTENDENT
Myrtle M. Lowe
Office hours: 8.00 to 11.30 A. M.; 1.00 to 5.00 P. M.
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
John I. Rankin
Report of Superintendent of Schools
To the School Board of Rochester:
I herewith submit my second annual report, it being
the twenty-ninth in the series of such reports.
The school system is a business of no inconsiderable
magnitude and in importance is second to no other civic
activity. Our school plant itself represents an invest-
ment of at least $125,000 for buildings and equipment.
There are nearly 1,300 pupils in our public schools,
taught by 43 teachers. The operation of this business
requires more than $83,000 a year. Every seventh
person in Rochester is in the public day or evening
school. In addition there are about 450 pupils in the
two parochial schools for whose attendance the school
department is responsible, for we have to see that every
child in the city of school age attends some school reg-
larly. Taking all pupils of both public and private
schools into consideration approximately one person in
five is a school pupil.
The 1,300 pupils in the public schools come from 850
homes. Therefore, making some allowance for homes
in which both parents are not living, there are about
1,500 parents who have a direct concern in the schools.
Moreover there is a host of relatives interested in the
progress of these children. Last, but by no means least,
come the taxpayers who furnish the necessary material
support. So in one way or another the schools interest
personally nearly every resident of the city.
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In view of these facts I regard this report as vital
as one which an industrial manager makes to his board
of directors and through them to the stockholders. I
have tried to make it complete and clear. The citizens
are entitled to full information. Facts are presented
as they actually are; there is no attempt to sound a
blatant trumpet of praise unearned. Some things de-
serve commendation. Let us have it for it is as sun-
shine to the growing plant. Some things may deserve
criticism. That will do good if it is given in a sympa-
thetic spirit by one who is fully informed. Anyone not
fully informed should, as a matter of square dealing,
hold his peace until his information is complete. Con-
structive criticism is very helpful; destructive criti-
cism, often based on insufficient evidence, makes vastly
worse the very condition which it was supposedly de-
signed to help. If we all pull together the schools will
move forward ; if we pull in different directions nobody
knows where they will go.
ATTENDANCE
The last school year the number of tardinesses per
pupil of average attendance was 1.06. The previous
year it was 2.3. This means that the pupils who come
to school get there on time much better than formerly.
This improvement is due to an active campaign for
eliminating tardiness. In the grades monthly attend-
ance reports are sent to the superintendent. A sum-
mary containing the attendance and tardiness record
of all rooms is mimeographed and sent to each teacher.
Each room strives to get nearer the top of the list,
especially as regards the small number of tardinesses.
Absences are not always preventable, but tardinesses
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usually are. In the High School tardiness has been
penalized and has been reduced more than one-half.
The enrollment for the year 1919-1920 has increased
slightly (from 1365 to 1388) over that for 1918-1919.
The per cent, of attendance rose from 89.3 to 92.5. Ex-
pressed in terms of pupils there were 51 more pupils
present every school day. The first direction, it will
be remembered, of the famous recipe for rabbit stew is,
"first catch your rabbit." Similarly in successful school
work the prime requisite is to get the pupils in school.
We are doing that. Moreover truancy is fast dis-
appearing. The energetic and effective work of the
attendance officer has practically eliminated all willful
and unnecessary absences. Some of the worst offenders
were brought before the juvenile court and put on pro-
bation. One parent was fined for not causing his child
to attend regularly.
TEACHING CORPS
Rochester has been very fortunate in escaping the
wholesale changes in the teaching force which many
other places have experienced. For two summers the
High School faculty has remained intact. An addi-
tional teacher was secured last summer to take care of
new courses in history. In the grades the present
year opened with only seven new teachers. Two of
these are taking the places of teachers who are on a
year's leave of absence. There is one less elementary
teacher this year than last because grades one and two
at East Rochester have been combined in one room.
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EVENING SCHOOL
There are five classes for instruction in the English
language. The work of the evening school has been
enlarged by the addition of classes in stenography and
typewriting. So many wished to take up these studies
that a waiting list had to be instituted owing to the
fact that only twenty-one typewriters were available.
Several gave up the work, however, and finally all
were accommodated who wished to enter.
The work of the evening school ought to be extended
to give instruction in any subject which any group of
citizens wants to study, provided the school is ade-
quately equipped to handle it. Some young ladies in
time past have asked to have a class in cooking. Others
want arithmetic. A good plan would be to offer sev-
eral unit courses, that is, courses in special subjects
(as cooking, millinery, diatetics,) which would be com-
pleted in a limited number of lessons. Another line
of work is continuation, or part-time, instruction. This
is instruction given to boys and girls who had to leave
school and are now working in factories or other
places. Federal aid is available for this type of school
work provided it is given to pupils between the ages
of 14 and 18 during the regular hours of employment.
The government pays one-half the salary of the in-
structors. Employers are asked to allow these pupils
time ofi", either with or without pay, in order that they
may attend these classes. If such classes could be
carried on, they would be of immense value because
these young people could extend their education and
become more useful citizens. Otherwise the education
of these growing boys and girls is doubtless ended.
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SCHOOL EXPENSES
When the summer sun warms the air the mercury-
rises in all thermometers, large and small, public and
private, just about the same amount. Similarly in the
period of rising costs through which we have just
passed, school expenditures of necessity increased just
as other expenditures, both public and private, in-
creased. There is nothing abnormal about it nor are
the schools to blame. It is a common experience for
towns and cities to find their school appropriations
double the amount of five years ago. "But," exclaim
the taxpayers, "the schools are no better for all this
increased cost." Was the clothing you have purchased
lately any better at double the price of five years ago?
Is the 34-cent gasoline an improvement over the 17-
cent kind we used to get? There has evidently been a
shortage of good material. Schools have often lacked
qualified teachers, proper buildings, and even adequate
books and supplies, although they paid high prices for
what they did succeed in getting. Happily we have
now passed the crisis and may expect improvement.
New Hampshire schools have not suffered as badly
as others, on account of the efficient management of the
State Board of Education under the new school law.
Incompetent teachers can not now occupy our class-
rooms because they will not receive a state license. Our
state is one of the very few that have been able to hold
their normal school enrollment, thus insuring as large
a supply of teachers as we have had in the past. More-
over the state aid, distributed on sound business prin-
ciples, has made adequate accommodations possible
and raised salaries to a point that holds our teachers
and induces others to enter the profession.
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It is interesting to see how our expenditures for
schools compare with those of other large towns and
cities in New Hampshire as shown by Table I.
TABLE I
School Expenditures in 12 N. H. Cities and Towns for
the School Year 1919-20





These figures are for the school year 1919-20 and
are taken from the biennial report of the State Board
of Education, which has just been issued. No statis-
tics are available to compare conditions during the
present school year. Doubtless all school appropria-
tions are larger this year than last. The school budget
of Rochester, as amended*, calls for $83,608, of which
.$81,000 has been appropriated by the City Council.
The per capita cost of schools at present is therefore
$8.64; and the cost per pupil is $65.42 (on the basis
of present enrollment.)
Let us take another point of view and compare pres-
ent conditions in Rochester with those of the past five
years by means of Table II.
*These items were omitted from the budget: teacher for re-
tarded pupils, $1,200; increase in janitors' salaries, $380; clean-
ing schoolhouses in the summer, $375. The estimate for coal
was reduced by $1,000. The sum of $2,000 is expected from dog
licenses, tuitions, and miscellaneous income. The original bud-


































In 1916 the school appropriation was a little more
than one-third of the total appropriation. For the
next four years school appropriations did not increase
as rapidly as the total city appropriations. The
amount appropriated this year meets practically all of
the immediate needs of the schools, is more closely
commensurate with the importance of education, and
reflects credit upon the city.
Table II also indicates that we have reached the peak
of large increases in school expenses. The 1921 in-
crease is smaller than that of 1920. It should be re-
membered that this year's budget contains nearly
$4,000 for necessary repairs on school buildings. The
actual running expenses of the schools are therefore
about $10,000 in excess of the previous year, not
$14,000.
STANDARD TESTS
The plan of giving standard tests has not been fully
carried out owing to shortage of funds. This is to be
regretted as in no other way can such definite informa-
tion be obtained about the progress of school work and
our standing as compared with other school systems.
Three tests, however, have been given.
1. READING. The Adams Silent Reading Tests
were given in all grades of the elementary schools last
spring. A printed selection was handed to each pupil
and he was given a limited time to read it. The num-
ber of words read was noted and scored in terms of
words per minute. Then the pupils were allowed time
to finish reading the selection and were asked to
answer, from memory, questions designed to test their
comprehension of what they read. The score for com-
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prehension is obtained by -multiplying the number of
questions correctly answered by the number which
represents the grade of the pupils, e. g. a sixth grade
child answering eight questions receives a score of 48
(8x6.) These tests have been given to 25,000 pupils
so that the averages attained by all these pupils in the





(words per min.) 80 95 145 165 180 200 220 250
Av. compre-
hension 8 15 22 30 36 40 45 50
Average Scores Attained by Rochester Pupils
Adams Silent Reading Test, Spring 1920
Grade 123 4 5 6 78
Speed 68.9 95 136 185 198 215 230.7 252
Compre-
hension 8 16 20.8 28 23.7 39 38 36
From these tests we gather this interesting informa-
tion :
—
1. The first four grades read with more understand-
ing than the upper four. This is serious for the pupils
of the upper grades because they are expected to get
much information in history, geography, hygiene, etc.
by private study. Those who do not read comprehend-
ingly fall behind m all their studies. They fail in
arithmetical problems, for example, not always because
of lack of mathematical ability but because they do
not understand the problem which they have read.
Our task in the upper grades appears clear,—we must
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teach pupils to read silently with comprehension. Too
much stress has probably been laid on reading aloud
notwithstanding the fact that practically all the read-
ing of an average person is silent.
2. Above the third grade, pupils as a whole sacri-
fice comprehension for speed, that is they read too
rapidly. Eighty-five per cent, of the rooms that aver-
aged below in comprehension were above the standard
in speed.
3. Only five of the thirty-eight sections of the
grades were at or above standard in both speed and
comprehension.
4. There is great variation in speed among the
pupils of all groups. In one fourth grade, for example,
one pupil read 30 words a minute and another read 460.
The average for that room was 200. (Standard is
185.)
5. In comprehension the pupils of the first three
grades are fairly uniform. Variation increases in the
upper grades. In one seventh grade one pupil had a
score of zero ; another had 75. The average for that
room was 29.23. (Standard 45.)
6. The great variation in the abilities of the indi-
viduals comprising any group of pupils makes class
work exceedingly difficult. In other words the pupils
are poorly graded, in that a room is composed of pupils
who are not in a position to work together. In many
rooms there are three distinct groups as far as reading
ability alone is concerned. Class work is made to fit
the middle, or "average" group, and is evidently too
easy for the highest pupils and too hard for the lowest.
The pupils at both ends, finding the work not suited to
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wasteful and unjust to hold back a latent genius as it
is to try to force a backward pupil to advance faster
than he can. The variation among those who find
themselves grouped in one grade is more strikingly
shown in the tests next described.
2. INTELLIGENCE TESTS. These tests con-
tain questions, based on psychological study and ex-
perience, the responses to which indicate a pupil's gen-
eral native ability. The tests have been given to thous-
ands of pupils throughout the country so that standards
have been determined for the different ages and grades.
They are of no value in rating a school room or a
school system since they are not designed to test school
work. They are of great value in dealing with indi-
vidual pupils since they show with some definiteness
their inherent ability. Tests for examining the men-
tal ability of individuals have long been in use but it
is only recently that tests have been devised and stand-
ardized for examining groups. The individual test
requires about three quarters of an hour ; the group
tests can be given at the same time to several hun-
dred. Some pupils with exceptionally high scores have
been advanced ; others may be permitted to skip a
grade next year by doing a little extra work. In all
cases the consent of the parents will be obtained before
action is taken.
3. HANDWRITING TESTS. A test in handwrit-
ing was given to pupils in grades 3-8 inclusive in Jan-
uary, 1921. Both speed and quality were tested. A
simple sentence of easy words was written by the pu-
pils as many times as they could in two minutes. Speed
was reckoned in number of letters a minute; quality
was scored according to the Ayres' Scale of Handwrit-
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ing. The diagrams indicate the results graphically.
It will be noticed that over half of the rooms are above
standard in quality. The score of any room is, of
course, the average of the scores of the several pupils
in that room. A year ago similar tests were given
and the results showed that not one room was up to the
standard in quality. There has been, therefore, a
marked improvement in the handwriting of our pupils
which is very encouraging. This is one of the "three
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SOME OF OUR POLICIES
Reading, writing, and arithmetic will doubtless al-
ways be the backbone of our school studies and in these
fundamentals the pupils should be proficient. Of the
first two I have already spoken. The mathematical
ability of our pupils has often been weighed in the bal-
ance of public opinion and found wanting. It must not
be forgotten, however, that many mathematicians have
graduated from the public schools and have taken a
successful part in the world's business. There are, we
will admit, many failures. These are due in large
measure to causes and conditions beyond school con-
trol. In the first place most minds are not molded for
mathematics. Secondly the pupil in the elementary
school has absolutely no immediate use for, or interest
in, most of the arithmetic which is thrust upon him.
It is difficult for a child to appreciate future values ; he
lives in the present. Merely because we have our hands
upon him we try to teach him facts and processes which
he will not have occasion to use for years. When he
finally does need the processes he learns them readily
enough. Moreover the amusements and social activ-
ities of children in these days unsettle their minds for
concentrated hard work.
It is not my purpose, however, to dwell upon external
causes of any failures in school work ; rather should we
bend our energies toward finding ways of improve-
ment. A careful survey is being made of the work of
our schools. The tests already given have produced
definite information about both strong and weak
points. Other tests will be given from time to time.
In this way we know where we are ; we also know
where we want to go ; it remains to select the best
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means of progress. If methods in use at present do
not succeed, others will certainly be tried.
In all grades we are trying to make the pupils feel
more responsibility and work on their own initiative.
The besetting sins of youth today are summed up in
the colloquial phrases "getting by" and "we should
worry." In the upper grades and high school espec-
ially, pupils must be held strictly responsible for per-
forming to the best of their ability all tasks set them.
Teachers have been instructed not to accept papers
slovenly written, grossly misspelled, or carelessly in-
accurate. To do so would place our official stamp of
approval on carelessness and fix habits that will be a
lifelong curse. Moreover marks, honors, and gradu-
ation itself will be conferred only as the work deserves.
Anything else is falsehood. In the world's work in-
efficiency and bluff are inexorably doomed to failure.
Why should we accustom our children to other stand-
ards in school? This does not imply heartlessness.
Pupils are merely children and not men grown. We
must be patient, we must instruct, and encourage. But
when Jack and Jill understand what is to be done, let
us see that they do it. Of particular importance in
this matter is the support of parents. In most cases,
fortunately, this is forthcoming to the comfort of the
teacher and the edification of the child.
MEDICAL INSPECTION
The system of medical inspection has been reorgan-
ized and put in charge of two physicians, one for the
public schools and one for the parochial schools. All
pupils are examined once a year, in the spring. This
time of year is selected because the physicians are more
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at liberty and pupils have all summer to attend to any
defects which are found. In the fall pupils newly en-
tering school are examined. A card is filled out for
each child, 'stating what diseases he has had and what
defects are found, if any. All subsequent examina-
tions are made on the same card so that the medical
history of each child can be seen at a glance. These
records are kept in the superintendent's office.
In the public schools the services of a nurse are made
available by an arrangement with the Rochester Visit-
ing Nurse Association. She assists in the examina-
tions and follows up the most serious cases by visiting
the houses. She also has arranged for many throat
operations. Her work is very important in securing
treatment for defective children.
Each physician is subject to call at any time to in-
vestigate any suspected contagious diseases. Such
calls are actually made. During an epidemic the phy-
sician is asked to examine pupils, or a whole room, in
order to prevent, if possible, the spread of sickness.
He also inspects the school buildings.
Table G shows the results of the examination last
spring. In the public schools many cases were found
of anemia, malnutrition, defective teeth, enlarged ton-
sils and adenoids. In the parochial schools there was a
marked decrease in throat troubles as compared with
the year before. Nearly 100 more pupils were ex-
amined in the public schools than in 1919 ; in the paro-
chial there were about 100 less. Since the examina-
tion of 1920 about 75 children of both public and pri-
vate schools have been operated on for tonsils or ade-
noids. Doubtless more cases have received treatment
of which we have no record. Many cases are now
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awaiting operation. Unfortunately the present accom-
modations of our local hospital are not adequate for
the large number of cases which require attention.
Another interesting fact shown by the medical in-
spection is that a majority of the pupils who are in the
lowest quarter of their classes in the results of the
intelligence tests have physical defects, mostly defec-
tive teeth, tonsils, or adenoids. These physical troubles
constitute a serious handicap and doubtless are respon-
sible in a large measure for the poor mental work of
the children. No human being can do his best work
if his body is in poor condition. If we are successful
in securing treatment for these pupils, it will be in-
teresting to see the effect on their school work.
Miss Eastman, our nurse, has recently started a
campaign to overcome malnutrition. It is a matter
of common knowledge that healthy, normal children
should attain a certain weight at any given age. Many
children are under-weight, probably due to lack of the
right kind of food, proper exercise, or adequate rest.
These pupils are discovered and advised what to do to
get in proper physical condition. This naturally re-
quires much work and time on the part of the nurse,
but it is worth while to give these future citizens a fair
start in life.
From the above facts it is evident that we are look-
ing after the health of our school children in a purpose-
ful, constructive manner. The most important factor
is the school nurse. No matter how thoroughly the
physician conducts the annual examination, unless
action is secured to remedy defects found the system is
vain. The physician has not time to follow up every
case; he is not engaged to do that. The nurse can
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follow up the children in school and at home, advising
the parents, and keeping track of progress made. A
nurse could very profitably spend much more time in
the school work than is possible under the present
arrangement.
My second year of service makes me feel still fur-
ther indebted to the School Board, teachers, and citi-
zens for the support and co-operation they have unfail-
ingly given me. I also appreciate, as I am sure all
those interested in the schools appreciate, the action of
the City Council in voting an increased appropriation




Report of Headmaster of High School
To the Superintendent of Schools:—
It is with pleasure that I submit the following re-
port to the citizens of Rochester
:
Perhaps the first fact that should be mentioned in
this report is that Rochester High School is one of the
few, if not the only high school, in the state that re-
tained last year's corps of teachers. It is by the re-
tention of teachers that the highest efficiency of a
school is attained.
The total enrollment for the present year is 272,
divided as follows : five post graduates, thirty-nine sen-
iors, fifty-nine juniors, seventy-five sophomores, and
ninety-four freshmen.
The requirements of the various departments have
been increased during the last year so that the standard
of the school might be raised. It has been customary
for some time to require a grade of 85 per cent, in each
subject for certification for college. After careful
consideration it has seemed wise to require a grade of
85 per cent, in each commercial subject of those stu-
dents who wish to be recommended for office positions
upon the completion of their course. All students of
the commercial department who acquire the above
standard will be given a certificate. If the business
men will kindly require the applicant to hold a cer-
tificate before he will be considered for a position, I
feel sure that each employer will obtain a higher grade
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of work from the graduates of the Commercial De-
partment of Rochester High School.
Since the demands of civilization are increasing
every year, the demands of the school must increase
accordingly. The following paragraph taken from my
report of last year summarizes the modern trend in
education and will bear reprinting.
When education meant merely a reasonable pro-
ficiency in the three R's, it was comparatively simple
task to study. Books were few and thin. The appli-
cations of knowledge were few and local. Today, how-
ever, there are over two hundred subjects taught in
the high schools of America. Some of these are closely
similar to others, but as stated in a hundred catalogues
in 1913 the subjects are over two hundred. Require-
ments have increased, and electives have multiplied.
Books are many and heavy. Hours are long and
crowded. Of necessity school work is becoming highly
standardized so that it is more difficult for a pupil to
complete a course in our system.
The program has been revised with this point in
view, namely, that "we are educating all the children
of all the people." The following program has been












Pupils are admitted to the high school only upon
the presentation of an admission card signed by the
superintendent of schools.
COURSES
Each high school pupil should choose and follow a
definite curriculum. The selection of such a curricu-
lum is an important matter. Teachers and parents
should be consulted before a choice is made in order to
determine what curriculum will give the best prepara-
tion for those activities in which the pupil wishes to
engage after leaving school.
The Academic curriculum furnishes preparation for
entrance to colleges, schools of technology, and to nor-
mal schools.
The Commercial curriculum is intended to prepare
for work in a business office.
The Domestic Arts curriculum is a practical curricu-
lum which gives the pupils a serviceable knowledge of
all that pertains to the home.
The General curriculum is for pupils who do not in-
tend to enter higher institutions of learning, but de-
sire a general education.
UNITS
By unit is meant a single study or subject pursued
not less than four periods per week for one school year.
In certain cases a unit may be made up of two consec-
utive courses in allied subjects, each course contain-
ing one semester in length.
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Units Necessary for Promotion
To sophomore class, 4 units
To junior class, 8 units
To senior class, 12 units
For graduation, 16 units
A pupil who has failed to obtain at least ten units
at the close of the junior year will not be considered a
candidate for graduation during the following year.
Any pupil leaving school before the completion of his
course may, on application, receive a certificate, signed
by the headmaster of the school, stating the amount of
successful work done and the rank obtained.
CERTIFICATION
Graduates of Rochester High School are admitted
into any college accepting students upon certification.
A grade of 85 per cent., or better, is necessary in each
subject required for admission.
Rochester High School is approved by the New
Hampshire Board of Education as a Class A school
and graduates are accepted into any normal school in
the state.
HOME STUDY
To do good work a pupil should devote at least two
hours each day to home study. Pupils intending to
prepare for higher institutions need to devote more
time to outside study.
ABSENCE
A pupil should make up all work lost by reason of




1. Every pupil must take four subjects each year.
2. Pupils who choose the academic curriculum will
be required to take a modern language.
3. If a pupil begins a language, he must pursue the
study at least two years.
4. By special permission of the headmaster a pupil
may be permitted to substitute a modern language for
Latin at the end of the second year.
5. The choice of studies is in all cases subject to
the approval of the headmaster.
6. Pupils will not be permitted to elect subjects in
such a way as to cause conflicts in the daily time-table.
7. No class will be formed in any subject unless a
sufficient number of pupils elect it.
8. A rank of 70 per cent, is necessary for promo-
tion in any subject.
As to the amount of work covered in each depart-
ment, I may say that the teachers are doing the work
as outlined in the state program.
Regular weekly meetings of teachers have been held
thus far this year, and the teachers are to be highly
commended for their assistance in making the meet-
ings of value and interest.
As I stated in my report last year, another serious
problem, that we encounter in keeping up the scholar-
ship, is that of attendance. Pupils of high school age
should make their attendance as nearly perfect as pos-
sible. Absence, tardiness, or dismissals cause loss of
time to the teacher, the pupil, and the class. Special
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work is required until the pupil has made up the lost
assignments. In the meantime either the entire class
has been delayed, or the teacher has been forced to
sacrifice her time outside of school. The only valid
excuse for absence is sickness. School takes only five
hours out of the day, and therefore there is suflficient
time before and after school for home duties. The
co-operation of the parents is espcially desired in the
prevention of infringements upon school time. The
average daily absence for last year was fourteen. This
means that there were 2,448 cases of absences, which
is altogether too many for a school with an average
membership of only 224.1 While speaking of attend-
ance it may be a good plan to show the number and




The decrease for the year 1920-1921 can be shown
by comparing periods of six weeks of this year with
the corresponding six weeks of last year.
Table showing decrease in tardiness
1919-1920
Weeks

















Total 18 wks. 136
There was formed last year a "Student Activity
Association" for the promotion of the athletic, musical,
and social functions of the school. Each student is
a member of the association and by paying ten cents
per week, three cents of which are for class dues, is
entitled to attend all school activities free of charge.
The sum of seven cents per week from each pupil is put
into the association fund. By means of the association
fund we have been enabled to accomplish the follow-
ing : first, to purchase new suits and equipment for
each of the athletic teams ; second, to obtain magazines
for the school library ; third, to secure music for the
several musical organizations ; and fourth, to order ap-
paratus for a wireless station at the high school build-
ing.
Concerning the care of books and the use of supplies,
I may report that both children and teachers are ap-
preciative of the fact that the superintendent and
school committee are always ready to furnish books
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and supplies, and that it is their duty to use the books
carefully and the supplies economically.
The Springfield scholarship was awarded to Miss
Addie Otis, now a freshman at New Hampshire Col-
lege. The Dartmouth medal for excellence in scholar-
ship was awarded to Miss Louise Richardson of the
class of 1922.






























Boston Conservatory of Music.
With Wm. H. Champlin.
With Bergeron Baking Co.
At Home.
At Home.
Post Graduate, Brighton High
School.
At Home.
Post Graduate, Rochester High
School.




With Fred P. Meader.
Office of Kimball and Allen.
Keene Normal School.
With A. C. Fisher.









stone, John Leonard With Ralph P. Corson.
Sweet, Barbara Dana Hall.
Walker, Dorothy Adams Employed at Public Library.
Wallace, Ruth Rogers Hall.
Warburton, Mary Zilda Teaching.
Ward, Louise Beatrice Oflice of Fair Store.
In conclusion I wish to express my appreciation of
the friendly advice of the superintendent and the loyal
support of the school committee and the citizens of
Rochester. I also wish to thank the teachers for their
earnest co-operation and to express my gratitude for




Report of Supervisor of Music
To the Superintendent of Schools:
Dear Sir :—At the end of a year's work in the music
of the public schools, I am pleased to submit this re-
port.
First, may I thank the teachers for their entire co-
operation with me. Their response was always eager
and sincere. With this, progress was inevitable.
The most satisfactory advancement was the in-
creased assurance which all pupils developed, that
music was really beautiful and enough worth while to
demand their best work.
The tuneful material in the music books which the
superintendent so willingly secured for the lower
grades, and replenished in the upper grades, has stim-
ulated interest and insured more profitable study.
The singing of patriotic songs out-of-doors at the
Memorial Day exercises of each school was a great
success.
At Christmas the most typical carols of the foreign
countries and the season's greatest Christian hymns
were learned. Combined grades used them in special
exercises.
Music supervision was carried to the rural school
regularly. The results testify that the time was well
spent.
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Community singing was introduced once a week at
the close of the night school session. Those who could
take advantage of this opportunity not only learned
familiar home songs, but also became enthused with
the spirit of American good-will.
The orchestra, girls' glee club, and mandolin club in
the high school were organized enough by June to fur-
nish graduation music. During the fall all of the
clubs were asked to entertain at social gatherings in
churches, clubs, and meetings at the high school. At
the close of my year's work, the three clubs and a
special boys' quintet gave a musicale. The public en-
couraged the earnest efforts of the students by a large
attendance and hearty appreciation. It is hoped that
a similar musical club concert will be given annually.
To Mr. Smith is the credit for the inspiration which
came from firm support and broad vision to seek
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EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATES
Employment certificates issued to date, 1,421
Number issued in 1920, 138
Divided as follows
:
Good outside of school hours only, 40
Regular certificates,
^ 30
Age only certificates, 6




For Year Ending December 31, 1920
Number of cases investigated, 174
Number of visits made, 174
Number found ill, ^ 51
Number without suitable clothing, 6
Number of truants, 43
Number found working unlawfully, 3
Number investigated for parochial schools, 33
Teachers' Salary Schedule in Effect Sept. 1, 1920
Teachers will be classified as follows
:
Class A Experienced (5 years). Normal (for
grades) or college (for H. S.) graduates, successful,
students of the profession.
Class B Experienced (5 years), with little or no
training, successful, students of the profession.
Class C. 1. Inexperienced college or normal gradu-
ates—on first year's salary.
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2. Satisfactory teachers with less than 6 years*
experience.
3. Teachers new to Rochester—salary according to
experience.
Class D Emergency teachers.
High School
1st. yr. 2nd yr. 3rd yr. 4th yr. 5th yr.
Class D $850 $ 900




Class D 700 750
Class C 800 850 900 950 1000
Class B 1050
Class A 1100
A teacher's success will be judged largely by the
superintendent.
Professional study will mean summer school or the
private study of two or three professional books a
year and the reading of a professional magazine.
Teachers serving in Rochester for the first time will
ordinarily be placed in Class C. The second year they
will be placed in their proper class. Exceptions may
be made in special cases.
Class D teachers will be advanced to Class C after
two years or dropped.
Class C teachers after five years will be advanced
to Class B and Class A if qualified.
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Class B teachers may be advanced to Class A upon
completion of 4 years at summer school.
The School Board reserves the right to interpret
this schedule in special cases according to circum-
stances.
Financial Statement





Petty cash account of Supt.,
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Elementary tuition (North Roches-
ter pupils),
272 Annual Report
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
This detailed statement includes those items of the
financial statement which need explanation. It does
not include those items such as telephone, flags, etc.,
which are self explanatory. The articles purchased
have, in most cases, been listed rather than the names
of the firms from whom they were purchased. An
attempt has been made to show exactly for what the
school money has been spent. In some cases the per-
sons to whom the money was paid have been listed
rather than the objects for, which it was spent. The
salaries paid to teachers, janitors, and barge drivers
are found in Tables D, F and H.
PRINTING
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ATTENDANCE OFFICERS
John I. Rankin, $ 360 00
Emilio Beaulieu, 20 00
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Journal and Ledger paper, $ 25 36
Typewriting paper, 44 80
Hektograph paper, 9 60





Chalk, • 18 50
Rulers, 28 50
Blotters, 16 50
Crayons (colored wax), 120 29
Stenographer's note books, 25 92
Ink, 13 40
Text book records, 10 08
Reading tests, 13 60
Plan books, 25 50
Outline maps, 26 62
Supplies for primary grades, 36 53
Adhezo paste, 37 48
Spelling blanks, 22 50
Groceries for Domestic Arts Department, 62 34
Compasses, 7 08
Rubber bands, 3 60
Cloth tape, 17 58
Laboratory supplies (High School), 82 52
Arithmetic practice material, 51 26
Blackboard erasers, 6 00
Typewriter ribbons, 15 00
Note book covers, 11 07
Envelopes, 7 67



















Heywood Bros., & Wakefield, 21 60
Harry A. Roberts, 2 00
Royal Typewriter Co., 15 00
Underwood Typewriter Co., 7 45
George E. Williams, 6 50
1
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Duplicators for hektographing in grades,
Cambridge Botanical Co., laboratory equip-
ment,
Crossley Electrical Co., lights and fixtures,
C. M. Bailey Co., drinking fountains in H. S.,
Typewriter table,
Steps to fire escape.
Crash for dish towels,
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EQUIPMENT AND OTHER CHARGES
1 New equipment, general, $1,000 00
2 6 new typewriters for high
school, 400 00
3 Supervisory tax, ($2.00 per
pupil), 2,768 00
4 Insurance, 470 00
$4,638 00
$79,908 00
Special repairs on school buildings, $3,700 00
Calendar J 920- J 921
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East Rochester, 9.00-11.55 A. M., and 1.15-3.20 P. M.
Gonic, 8.45-11.45 A. M. and 1.00-3.00 P. M.
Meaderboro, 8.45-11.45 A. M. and 1.00-3.15 P. M.
HOLIDAYS
Labor Day, Columbus Day, Thanksgiving Day, with
the Friday following, Christmas Day, New Year's
Day, Washington's Birthday, Fast Day, Memorial
Day, and every Saturday.
NO-SCHOOL SIGNAL
Two blasts upon the fire alarm, repeated once.
At 7.05 A. M., all schools closed for the forenoon.
At 8.00 A. M., elementary schools closed for the fore-
noon.
At 12.30 P. M., all schools closed for the afternoon.
At 11.15 A. M., all grades dismissed at the usual
morning closing hour for the rest of the day.
The same signals will be sounded in Gonic and East
Rochester.
TUITION
Tuition for non-resident pupils is $55.00 a year for
the High School and $1.00 a week for the elementary
schools, payable by the term in advance.
Non-resident pupils desiring to be admitted to Roch-
ester schools should first secure a written permit from





CLASS OF 1920, ROCHESTER HIGH SCHOOL
City Hall, Rochester, New Hampshire
June 17, 1920, at 8 P. M.
Class Motto:—Deeds, Not Dreams
PROGRAM
Patriotic Overture, Arr. by Bowman
Priests' March, F. Mendelssohn
High School Orchestra
Prayer,
Rev. Frank S. Hartley
Music, Berceuse (Lullaby), Godard
Address, Our Universe,
Dr. Frank D. Tubes
Music, Medley in F,
High School Orchestra
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Awarding of Prizes






Mayor James B. Young
Class Ode, Grace Bliss
Benediction,
Rev. John P. Garfield





















Lua May Berry Doris Header
Grace Greenwood Bliss Addie Emma Otis
Doris Hanson Foss Gladys Page
Olive Frances Hall Gertrude Elizab'h Sampson
Ruth Shirley Hanson Barbara Sweet
Commercial Course
George Alfred Dostie Louise Paulinis McDonald
Ethel Louise Gerrish Doris Leona McKeen
Doris Lydia Hawkes Anna Louise McQuade
Lida Annie Johnson John Leonard Stone
Lillian Helen Locke Mary Zilda Warburton
Helen Hope McAllister Louise Beatrice Ward
English Course
Edna Webber Cook Evelyn Louise Shedd
Carl Wentworth HammondRuth Wallace
Charles Daniel Hussey, Special
Domestic Arts Course
Harriette Prescott Hanson Vannette Nason Otis




Jeanette Beaudoin Doris Lord
Muriel B. Beaudoin Evelyn Larochelle
Lona E. Burgess Albert O. Palmer
Dwight L. Critchett Margaret J. Perrault




















































































Alice G. Meader Carleton B. Rand
Vital Statistics
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A fine of 2c is charged for each day book is kept over time


